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New Series No.626

MURRAY CIVIC UNIT
PLEDGES SUPPORT
TO DOVER PROJECT

and
lea of
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Spinster's Club Is
Organized Here
Several members of the college set met Monday evening at
the home of Miss Isabel Waldrop and organized "The Spinsters' Club", which will be
both, social and 'eleic in its
scope.
Officers of the club were
elected as follows: Miss Isabel
Waldrop, chairman; _Miss Patricia Mason, vice chairman; Miss
Eleanor Gatlin, secretary; and
Miss Mary,. *Fences Johnston,
treasurer. Plans for a constitutidn were discussed and committees appointed.
Meetings
will be held on the second and
fourth Monday evenings.
Charter members, in addition
to the officers, are Miss Madge
Patterson, Miss Jane Veal, Miss
Ann Howell Richmond and Miss
Jane Seay. Other members will
be added when the organization plans are completed.

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 27, 1939
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Eastern Star Holds School
WEED MARKETS TO Johnson to Speak J.M.Imes,Almo Businessman,
of Instruction Here Tuesday REMAIN OPEN TILL at Hospital May 12 Dies Monday After A Stroke

Lieutenant-Governor Accepts Mason Hospital Invitation For
The Murray Starchapter, 433 of shoe and the central appointment
Address were
the 0.E.S. was host on Tuesday. was a bowl filled with pink tulips
Will Aid in Increasing Size
April 25, to the School of Instruc- and centered with a huge, white More Than 3,000,000
Pounds Lt.-Governor Keen Johnson has
of Ft. Donelson Park
tion for the eighteenth district. The ivy-entwined candle. Smaller
definitely accepted an invitation to
Murray
Ha.ve
Sold
Been
on
In Tennessee
aottendance..far surpassed the anji- bowls of the tulips and burning
appear as principal speaker at the
Loose Floors Alone
cination of the local chapter and candles in candelabra were .used
"open house" observance of Nationincluded visitors from Paducah, at intervals the length of the table.
YOUNG BUSINESSMEN
al Hospital Day on May 12 at the
Benton, Hardin, Smithland, Barlow, Place cards were golden stars with MUCH OF CROP IN
OF MURRAY VISIT SITE
AREA IS UNDELIVERED Mason hospital, Manager S. A.
Calvert- City, Hickman, Fulton, and green lettering.
Ruskjer said this morning.
other chapters in the district. SpecToastmistress for the occasion
Others appearing on the program
A committee representing the
Crowd Overflows CommunPresident
Boone
Hill
said
this
ial guests for the occasion included was Mrs. Mary .Russell Williams,
Young Business Men's Club of
that day will be President James
ity Church as Havens,
morning
loose leaf flors of the
the grand officers, Mrs. Ruth Bush- and the princhsal address or the
Murray attended a citizens meeting
H. Richmond of Murray College,
Mazedon Conduct
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growmaks
.
of
Louisville,
deputy
grand
evening
was
given
by
Mayor
held at Dover, Tend., WednesdaY
Mayor George Hart, Senator T. 0.
ers
Rites
Murray,
Association
Mayat
matron
representing
the
grand
maGeorge
Hart.
Mrs.
Bertha Jones
night .at which time the Ft. DonTurner, and other perscfriages of
tron of the state; Mrs. Maude Hunt- and Mrs. OLa Gholson composed field and Paducah will remain open
elson Military Park Association
civic or social renown in Murray
SPECTACULAR CAREER
er, Greenville, grand conductress; the entertainment committee. The for sales until Friday, May 5.
was fogned.-..,
Both the Murray High School and
Mrs. Laura J. Gideon, Paducah, prograth included a reading by
AS STORY OF LIFETIME
C. C. Farmer, Murray weed ex- Murray College bends will
The main purpose of the associplay
past grand matron;-Dr. L. L. Hud- Bonnie Lee Kingins; a ballet num- ecutive, said other loose floors in
ation is to increase the,size of this
for the occasion, being on the camFuneral services for J. M.'tines,
son, Bowling Green, past grand ber with Lerta Rose Gholson as tile area would also remain open in
park to 1600 acres, and give it a
pus of the hospital all afternoon full national park status. Another
patron; and Mrs. Mary Hudson, soloist, assisted by Joanne Hendon, correspondence with the Asocia65. one of Calloway county's outthought of the plan is to get the
Bowling Green, deputy grand ma- Ava Nell Farmer and Mattie Caro- tion's decision.
standing businessmen and sportsFederal government to take over
tron Of the tenth district.
Markets were scheduled to close
J. M. IMES
lyn Carter; reading by Mary Franmen who died Monday night at 6
the road from Dover through New
The afternoon session was held ces Williams; a novelty song and Friday of this week. Hill said the
o clock after a stroke of paralysis
Pepvidence, Concord, Murr a y,
in the Masonic lodge hall. Mrs. dance number by Jane Jones; and closing was delayed when It was
early Sunday morning, were conColdwater, Farmington, and MayNell Robbins. matron of the local -several accordian numbers by E. learned that a great deal of the
field, giving a good road and conducted
yesterday afternoon
chapter, introduced Mrs. Iva- Gil- J. Beale.
weed in scattered sections of the
at
necting link on the short route
John King. Cadiz, Commonbert of Murray, deputy grand maThe night session was in charge district has net been delivered.
Temple Hill church by the Revs.
between St. Louis and Nashville.
tron of the grand chapter of Ken- of the Murray Star chapter. Four
The total of this season's sales wealth's attorney for the third 'juW. F. Maxedon, Memphis, and A.
It is understood that the Federal
tucky, who extended a welcome new members, Mrs. Myrtle Farmer, on Murray loose floors reached dicial district, announced today he
V. Havens, Murray.
government already plans such a
A. crowd that filled the little
to the visitors. The Benton chap- Mrs. Ruth Williams, George E. through Thursday's bids a volume would be a candidate for reelection
road from Wickliffee to Mayfield.
community church and overflowed
ter, number 105, then took charge Overby and BcOdy Russell, were of 3.243,108 pounds, selling for $317,- to his post in the forthcoming AuThis plan would bring thousands Musical Revue Promises to Be
gust primary.
onto the grounds was present. to
of the afternoon's program.
initiated. A soclel hour followed 80680 at an average of $6.72.
of tourists through Murray, aá well
Most Lavish Event of Current
Attorney King has presided over
the memory of the man who
A high light on the program was the evening's
ogram
during
During
the
145,910
week.
pounds
Rainey
T. Wells Is Principal honor
as regular traffic from St. Louis
Season
possessed the respect of all.
his department in circuit court prothe banquet. attended by one hun- which punch was
rved
by
the
for
$7.246.92
sold
average
Of
an
of
Speaker
through to Nashville and Florida.
at
Occasion
A reputed sportsman, Mr. Imes
dred and eleven visitors and mem- local chapter.
$4.97. Today's sales amounted to ceedings in this county„for the last
. With the increased size of the
Finishing touches and final reFriday Morning
had just returned from a fok-hunt
His formal anbers of the Murray chapter, which
Erery chapter in the eighteenth 48460 pounds, bringing $2,574.73 for several ' years.
Ft. Donelson Park, with the estab- hearsals for Campus Lights of '39,
early Sunday morning when he
nouncement will appear in an i
lishment of the Nathan Stubble- the musical revue to be produced was held at .lx thiity at the Na- • istriet was represented by its a $5.31 average.
was stricken. He never regained
MORE THAN 200 HAVE
issue.
Week's sales by floors in Murray early
field park in Murray, and with the May 1 at the College auditorium, tional Hotel. The banquet table worthy matron and a delegation
• PART IN PROGRAM consciousness.
was in the shape of a block horse- which accompanied her.
were as follows: Association floor
Columbus Battleground Park over were taking place today.
His son, Dr. Pat R. Imes, Louisof A. G. Outland & Company sold
at Columbus, and with our own . Gil Colaianni, director of the
Over 200 Murray College students, ville physician, rushed to his bedGilbertsville Darn Murray is in the show, said practically all of the
65.525. pounds for 44,869.14 at a
side, but his sministrations were of
representing the outstanding gradbest position in years to seek music and singing of the 40 piece
$6.66 average: the Growers Floor
no avail.
tourist trade.
uates of more than 80 high schools,
sold 52.210 pounds for $1,831.46 at
stage orchestra and chorus are well
A son of the late W. T. and
the
meeting at Dover, other in hand and work is now being
At
a $3.51 average; and the Murray
were honored at the second annual' Evaline Imes, Mr. Imes was born
Thurman's
Clifton
Coach
Murray
-cities represented were Murray, concentrated on the skits, blackfloor sold 28,165 pounds for $991.31
two miles east of Almo on March
Training School Colts will be hosts Scholarship Day held here Friday
, Robert A.° Taylor,. 79, for the last at an average Of $3.54.
Paris, Clarksville. Erin, Cumber- outs and new acts that have ar19, 1$84. He resided and farmed
Judge Ira D. Smith. Hopkinsville,
the
Purchase
morning.
Athletic
to
April
Confer21.
Dr.
Rainey
T.
four years a patient at. the Westland City, including citizens from rived.
Neither the volume of pounds or
with his mother near Almo until
disclosed here today he will be a
second
ence's
annual
track
tenand
five counties, Stewart, Henry,
Wells, former president of Murray reaching the age of
New acts that have been in re- candidate for relection as circuit ern Kentucky State Hospital at dollars for Murray sales is com- nis
sixteen, his
on
the
meet
Mtirray
State
ColHopkinsville, died of heart trouble plete, as private marketing conHouston and Montgomery in Ten- hearsals since Sunday are those
State and now general counsel for father having died when he was
court judge of the Third Judicial
and paralysis Tuesday night in cerns here have yet disclosed no lege track Saturday afternoon.
nessee. and Calloway. Boody Rus- of "Danny Boy" Quertermous,
11 years old, at which' time he
District in the August election.
A larger field of entrants this the Woodwen of the World, Omaha,
Hopkinsville.
sell, Dr. Winfred Hutson. Waylon singing star of '38 who nearly stole
•
- figures of their purchases, which
engaged in the sawmill business
His judiciary will include the
year will give Central High School Nebr., delivered the principal adRayburn, Marvin Wrather, and last year's show and Tom and
Mr. Taylor's body
will
be
and followed the work for years.
will run as high if not higher than of Clinton more competition
counties of Lyon, Christian, Trigg,
than dress. '
brought back to Calloway county
Paul Gholson represented Murray. Marion Clark doing a beautiful
In February, 1894. with the late
the loose floor sales.
and Calloway.
it had last year. Hickman, the
for burial, it was said here. He
John Bruton, druggist of Dover, ballroom dance.
The honor students were present- Nat Ryan, Sr., he engaged in- the
Judge Smith's format announceTraining School, Bardwell, Cayce,
formerly
lived,
was elected president of the asin
the
Pottertovrn
"Catnpus Lights" was first given ment will appear in an early issue.
Sylvan Shade. Pilot Oak, Cunning- ed to the assembly by Dr. J. H. mercantile business at Almo, convicinity.' The Rev. Lloyd Wilson
. Satiation, and Mr. Sexton of Dover in May of 1938. At that time, the
harrs and Wingo will all have thin- Richmond, president of Murray. tinuing this partnership 'for 15
will conduct funeral services at 2
was elected
secretary-treasurer. men of Murray's music department
years,-at Which time the partnerlies on the field.
o'clock this afternoon at the MillWaylon Rayburn was elected viceBoth he and Dr. Wells paid gen- ship was dissolved
and Mi. Imes
were ilLti.tierting for a chapter of
The Harry C. Dubia award will
er
president, representlng Calloway - Phi
cemetery:
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, national
be given the winning taint with erous -tribute to the students for established a business of his own
He is survived by a step-daughcounty. and
BoodY Russell and honorary music fraternity, and the
and became sole owner.
ter, Mrs. Bettie Farris. of this Baccalaureate Sermon to Be De- ip.dividual medals being Awarded their high scholastic attainments.
Marvin Wrather were elected to the show was 'to be the means of
'In addition to operating the
for
first
in
all
place
events.
.
.
Included
exercises
in
the
were
county
a
son,
livered By Rev, C. C.
Cjtarles Taylor, also
board-ot directors of the associa- raising the finances needed. Inmammoth mercantile business in
Preliminary
will
heats
be
run
off
iii
'
he county; and by three
tion.
college students from the following
Clements May 7
tent on staging a production such
Murray Post No. 73 of the AmenAlmo, he owned and operated sevin the morning,. with the finals high schools:
sons, Albert, Everett, and KIX
The. president of the association its never before witnessed in Murcan Legion will hold its regular Him
eral farms near Almo. He was
scheduled
to
1:30
start'
in
at
the
will, call the next meeting at an ray, these men exerted every efHigh
Almo'
Prof.
Murray
Shultz,
•
Fred
State
School:
Brandon,
HE.
president of the Murray Wholesale
itleetIng at the courtheuse on Thursafternoon.=
_
early date.
Jr., R. Brown Clayton, Mary Laur- Grocery Company and was a
education department infort to that end and came out with- day night. May 4, at 7:30, it was
memThe Training School rules favMe
Aktsctor,
Curd,
the!
deliver
Virginia
will
comMiller.
just the success they had hoped announced today by Post Cornber of the board of-directors of the
orite in the tennis matches which
Lynn
meneernent
address
Grove High School: R. L. Bank of Murray.
for the radu- will be completed in a single day.
for.
mender N. P. Hutson.
sting seniors of Lynn Gro
high J. D. Hamilton, lanky Colt star, Cooper. Robbie Nelle Myers, Sybil
Because of a complete sell out
On the 10th day of Septembels
Interesting' speakers will provide
school Thursday night, May 11, it and Wells Lovett, who both have Odine Swann, Richard Ernest Jones, 1899. he was married to Miss Otie
of the original 300 seats reserved the program, Hutson said, and rewas announced Wednesilay by Prin- had much tournament experience, Carlos Erwin, Desmond Summers. Roberts, daughter of T. P. 9nd Mrs.
and in answer to innumerable re- freshmentg will be served. He urged
Murray High Schol: Morris Adair, Mary Roberts, and the two became
quests, the first six rows in the all members to be present.
are expected to take the meet
Applications May be ltde to cipal Buron Jeffrey.
balcony center section have been
The Rev. C. C. Clements, Cum- without too much difficulty, both Martha Lou Barber, Opal Katherine the parents of six children, who
County
Agent
or
Local
The Texas 'Yellowjackets, who added to the reserved list. These
Blalock, John H. Brims Virginia are all living. They are, Mrs. Burie
berland Presbyterian minister from in singles and 'doubles.
Farm Bureau
broadcast
Stations reserved seats may be had by JOLLEY TO PREACH SUNDAY
have
over
R. Cable, 4larold L Cunningham,- Cooper, Miss Flo Imes, Mrs. Pogue
Paducah, will deliver the baccaKMOX, St. Louis; WSM. Nashville; phoning or calling at the lobby of
Mary Lou. Gibbs, James C. Hart, Outland, Whit and John Richard
County agent and farm bureau laureate address Sunday evening,
The Rev7C. N. Jolley, presiding
WGBF. Evansville; and who are the College Auditorium between
Dewey H. Jones, Thomas M'artin, Imes, all l'of this aounty, and Dr.
May
a
prelude
7.
the
As
graduto
officials
announced
today
their
denow broadcasting daily except Sun- the hours of 10 a. at. to -noon and elder of Paris district of M. E. partments
Charlotte Owen Taylor, Mary F. Pat R. Imes, Louisville. His widow
will sponsor a program ation program, the seniors will give
Church. will preach at Cole's Camp
day at 12:30 o'clock over Station from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.
Perdue, Clarence Perry, Mary E. also survives.
of pond-diggirl throughout Callo- a 3-act play,sAnnanias Bill." at 8
Ground
next
Sunday
at
11
a.
m.
He was a Woodman. a Mason,
WPAD. Paducah, will appear in
way county this slimmer provided o'clock Friday night, May 5. After
Frank Smith's players, reputed Roberts, Mayme Jane Sexton, Mrs. and a
.Democrat. He never asked
the Murray High School auditorium
demand warrants it. Cost for work the baccalaureate Sunday night here for vaudeville performances, J. Smith, Pat Wear, Martha Nelle
Milking Shorthorn' bulls have
The
Farm
Bureau in Graves on
at 7:30 o'cltick next Tuesday night.
the pcnds will be nominal, As- will come Monday night's "Talent" will appear again in Murray this Wells, Treva L. Rogers, Lora . R. for public office, but served as a
been
bought
for
Breathitt
county
county and the Pet Milk Company
member of the county - school
Featured in the Yellowjacket
Agent Kelly program in which three 1-act plays season, it wag-learned here today Rye.
communities with the assistance of made available $1,200 to help 4-H sistant Extension
board 'for 12 years.
band are "Dynamite" Johnson,
Cromwell said today.
—"Junior's
Mustache,"
"Who
Training
Gets
School:
Dorothy
Josephcommunication
through
Frank
with
the
Security
Farm
Administration. club members buy registered stock.
Born and reared in the Almo
"Willie" Boyd. "Sonny Boy" FlemThe same equipment used by the the Car Tonight," and "Sparkin' " Smith himself.
ine Cain, James Overby, Dale Parksector of the county, he developed..
ing, and 'Mac" Bogard. All four
farm bureau in terracing—a cater-. —will be given. A 3-act comedy,
Smith said this year his troupe er, Anne Howell Richmond, Charles
pillar tractor and graders—will be "Introducin' Susan," will be pre- will present an entirely new pro- H. Stamps, Ruth Evelyn Gingles, into a power politically. Many
of the boys are native Paducahans.
persons solicited his advice.
(available,for the ponds, it was said. sented at 8 o'clock Wednesday gram.
Featured will be Lew M. 0. Thomas.
Mr. Imes' life may be termed' a
Dorris Clark and Boyce Dixon will night, May 10, at Lynn Grove. The Childre,. the_liey from Alabam
New Concord High &hoot: J. successful
one. He was attentive
°pet-ate the machines. Farmers. annual high school picnic will take and other high-class entertainers.' Milton Henry.
r- to business, favored the people of
Cromwell said, who wish to have place on
Friday, May 12.
his section when aid was needed,
ponds slug or cleaned out may place
helped in every way possible the
their applications at the county
progressive movements now enjbyMembers of the District Busioffice.
ed by the people Of Calloway
ness and professional Women's
According to President Garland
county, and was It all times ready
Club will Meet in Murray MonNeale, the farm bureau will hold
to further the interests of anything
Only three people wanted to buy picketed the New Yo& State Labor a meeting of its directors Satdrday
day night at 6:30, changing the
that he felt would make his coun.meeting date originally set for a dollar for 25 cents—that was just Relations Board. . . . In Grant's at onb :o'clock in the county agent's
ty better socially and religiously.
Thursday.
Three-Act Comedy Drama "The
one pf the cockeyed occurrences Pass, Ore., a burglar stole the sher- office.
Swann;
Hannah,
doctor's
the
houseThe Rev. A. V. Havens, pastor
As a gentleman, financier, pro• Miss Ruth Shallcross. national over the nation last week. A Ral- iffs gun. . . .
Family Doctor," Stars All
•
keeper, Kathryne Dunnaway; and gressive merchant, and all around
of the First Christian church here,
field worker from New York City eigh, N. C., merchant put dollar
Members of Cast
Two cars collided in front of a
handy
Freddie,
mah
Kern's.
at
Dr.
is scheduled to deliver the followbusiness man, Milton Imes was
and vice-State chairman of B. & bills in his window with. 5-cent Massachussetts
store, one of
Harold Douglas.
considered as one of the county's
ing baccalaureate and commencep. W. clubs, will be the principal price tags on them and only three, them bounced man's
Everything is in readiness for the
into his car, and
best.
s ment addresses, it was learned here
speaker. Miss Mary Brannough, people applied . . .
production of the three-act play,
then bcitinced into the store... . .
Wednesday:
an attorney from Hopkinusville,
The
following
Two New York village officals
Family
"The
patients
Doctor."
were
to
be
preadScientists
reported
the Dead Sea
will also appear on the program. asked to have their pay cut so they
On Sunday, May 14, he preaches sented at the Lynn Grove high
wasn't dead, after aft . . . A Kan- mitted to the clinic hospital this
the baccalaureate sermon before the school on Saturday night. April 29.
could get on the WPA . . . George sas City artist complained he could week:.
Mrs. Lora Prints, Murray, R. Benton high schbol graduates; on Principal Huron Jeffrey, coach of
Washington's inaugural journey not find anybody in New York to
was re-enacted with the coachmen play the harmonica with him. . . . Keys Oeurin, Murray route ,8; W. Thursday. May 18, he will deliver the dramatists, said today.
the commencement address at KutChildren in 'the first six ..Eades
_smoking cigarettes and Washi, A capable and talented cast corn_Rhode, Island woman got her M. Caudill, Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
—
5 . e'aining
will obPOied.Of graduates- of Lynn Grove 1rThrf
ton wearing a 1939 raincoat ... A second divorce in two months from
MoZil announce tit-we high school in Lyore
A satisfactory crowd turned out
and
on
Sunday,
May
28,
he
will
serve
National
Music
Week with a at the Murray College auditorium
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill.. April 26— turtle from the University of Ten- the same husband.
has been working for the past week
. . . The Illi- the arrival of a boy at the clinic
give the baccalaureate sermon at under the stMervision of Mr. Jef- program to be given Tuesday ev- Saturday night to
Livestock: Hogs: 7.500-7,000 sal- nessee ate up 10 of the University nois Legislature
witness the prewas informed that this week; Earl Adams, .Lynn
the
University
of Tennessee Junior frey.
ening, May 2, at 8:15 in the little miere appearance of "Little Hercuable, ,170 lbs up to 10-15c higher; of Detroit's frogs. . . . The only convicts had been given
guns to Grove, Miss Johnnie Love Farris, College, Martin,
Term.
lighter weights and sows steady to way they could get the Mountain keep their guards
This play gives each member of chapel.
lea," son of Dr. and Mrs. Galen
out of the water- near Puryear, Mrs. Bert Willis,
On the Thursday evening follow10c higher; bulk 17-240 lbs. 6.85er Lake, N. J.. Fire Department to- melon patch. . . Lockport,
the cast a chance to distinguish
Gough who are visiting Mrs.
1/
1
41". 'Y., Buchanan. Mrs. Preston Boyd, Mur6.95; practical top 6.95: small lots gether for its annual picture was announced
himself. Each part is a definite ing, the Training. School girls Gough's mother, Mrs. Oscar Key,.
a beauty contest with ray, Mrs. Mary Sutherland, Murglee club in the high school depart00; no action on heavier we4ghts: to ring the fire alarm. . . . A two- bathing
characterization.
ray, Mrs. Joe Wynn, Puryear. James
for a few weeks.
suits barred, and-150-160 lbs. 6.50416.75; 140 lbs. down headed calf was born in Pine
"You will love the character of ment and the senior high string
As a prelude to his father's act
The House.of Representatives ar- McClain. Murray, Joe Eldridge,
quartet
will
provide
musical
num6255640; sows 5.605 6.15; few 6.25. Plains. N. Y., and a New Mexico gued for three
Dr. Kern," Jeffrey said. "You'll be
of muscular demonstrations, weighthours tbout the route 3; Mrs. C. H. Dixon, Murray,
bers
on
the
Brewers
High
School,
Cattle 2.100-2,000 salable calve's hen laid a dozen eggs in a day.
Interested in seeing how he outlifting, and iron-bending. the 16table on a bottle of hay fever medi- Nancy, small daughter of Mr., and
commencement program.
• 1,4001,200 salable; generally
wits those who plan to ruin him
Mrs. J. T. Salmon, Murray.
An Indiana man paid for the cine.
months-old child presented an act
The
Rev.
HfWell Forgy of Fort because he refuses to practice medsteady; few small lots. of steers birth of his eight-pound daughter
little short of marvelous as he
In Memphis this happened—A• Dismisals as follows:
asSs, 10.25; heifers and mixed 'year- with 17 pounds of pennies. . . . A
Mrs. Robert Rowland, MtirAy, Collins, Col., visited in Murray on icine in a way that he feels unwent through acrobatics that would
burglar dropped his loot and fled
Wednesday of last week with the ethical. Don't miss tfiis play; it
lings 8.2549.25; top sausage bulls Pennsylvania fisherman went to from the house
have, stumped a much older perwhen confronted Baby Michiel Rowland, Mutray,
view
kif
taking
the
pastorate
of
7.00; top vealers 9.25; nominal sleep and woke up with a wild with a
worth
will
visit."
be
your
son.
child's "What are you doing.' Keys Geurin, Murray. Mrs. C. H. the local Presbyterian
congrega' range slaughter steers 7.50e12.25.; duck on his hook. . . .
The cast of characters is comKeenly alert and_ quick to rehere?" . . . A man drove his friend Dixon, Murray. Earl Adams, Lynn
tion:
heifers 7.004i10.50; feeder steers
posed of Dr. John Kern, "The Famspond, the child more than prove!!
When Anderson, Ind , housewives home to keep hith 'from being Grove. Little Nancy Salmon, MurOn
Sunday,
May
7,
at
2
:
30
o'clock
7.25ss 10.25..
ily Doctor." James,Kelso; Dr. Jack
.
complained about bees swarming charged with driving while intoxi- tray, Mrs. Mary, Sutherland, MurMisses Marjorie Fooshee, Martha he merits the plaudits of news reels
all local Presbyterians will meet Kern. his son, Hilton Williams;
Sfieep 2.650-2,500 salable; mar- on their laundry, the city tanned cated and
Robertson, LoOtie Putnam, and and national newspaper acclaim.
was arrested on the same ray.
at
the
home of Mr and Mrs. B Nancy Risser, Jackie's fiance. Ten- Charlotte Wear,
ket not established; packers talking bee hives. When Costesville.-Pa., -charge. . . . A
all of the Trainihg
mother's testimony
F. Scherfflus where Dr. David nie Rogers; Glasco Risser, a bank- School,
lower: small lots choice 'native citizens complained about bees
Correct table service was exleft this morning for -L,exthat she was riding with her son
Several carloads of superphos- Ausmus of Mayfield will act as
er, W. D. Kelley; David Strong, a ington where they will sing in the plained to Warren •ounty homewooled lambs sto small killers 9.85,. stinging their children, the city Put and that he
was not speeding failed phate were spread in Campbell moderator for the purpose of
call- business man, Earl Douglas, Mrs. all-State chorus under the direc- makers, who were
few. clipped 9.00.
a $5 tax on bee hives. .. . A union to prevent his being fined.
interested in
county last. month.
ing a pastor.
David Story, his wife, Odine lion Of Noble .Cain.
*
I dinner and tea services:

•

—

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

MAY 5, HILL SAYS

Callowayan Passes

John King to Be
Candidate Again
For Attorneyship

'CAMPUS LIGHTS't
BE MONDAY NIGHT

e

262

Ns4

$1.1VI • year in Calloway
Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties$1.qn a year elsewhere
the State of Kentucky.
t9 An a year to any aridremi
other than above.

FUNERAL RITES FOR
NOTED CITIZEN ARE
HELD WEDNESDAY -

CALLOWAY HONOR
STUDENTS AT MSC
ARE GIVEN TRIBUTE

Purchase Track
Meet To Be Here

Judge Ins-Smith -to Robert Taylor
Be Candidate for
Dies in Hospital
Relection in August

Shultz to Speak
To L.Grove Grads

American Legion
Post -Here to Hold
Meeting on May 4

cortege

Ponds May be Dug
By Farm Offices

Radio Quartet to
_Give- Concert in
High School Here

Smith Players to
Come Here Again

B. & P. W. Women to
Meet Here Monday

No Catch In It But$1 Bills
Go Begging At 25c Price_, Children Stung;Bees Taxed

Havens to Deliver
Graduation Talks
In This Locality

Lyitn Grove Graduates to
Present Play Saturday Night
•10

Clinic Hospital Notes

I

Livestock

Training School
Children Will Be "Litile Hercules"
In Program Acts Thrills Crowd at
MSC Auditorium
peloor

t

111

Presbyterians to
Make Drive for
Community Church

Training School
Students Leave
For State Chorus

•
•

.11
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!AGE TWO

Miss Lillie Hill
Dies Near Hazel

Sprays are Recommended for Peaches
Some Early History
And Apples as Season Nears,Rapidly •
By
*

With the spraying season for
- peaches and apples approaching
rapidly, adequate spraying solutions will soon be in demand. Of
intergst to fanners- who'
,Ito AVifit
care for paying the higher price
for spumy' already mixed is the
"information that they can purchase
ifeaterials at their decal store and
-- mix their own.
Tile following spray is recinnmended for peachee When shuck
'is about half off, use a solution of
I pound of arsenate of lead, 2
pounds of zinc, sulfate- 2'"Isounds of
hydrated lime to 50 gallons of
water. About 10 days later, use the
same alaraS: then 10 days after the
second spraying. add 22-e pisuncis of
wettable- sulphur.
One month before ripening time,
spray after each hard rain. using
3 pounds. of wettable sulphur -to
50 gallons of water.
Apples should be sprayed while
they are in full •hloem-no better
time than now: 3 pounds of wettable sulphur to DO gallons of water
are recarnmended. When nearly all
the petals have fallen, the following spray is recommended: 1 gallon
lime sulphur: 21-2 pounds of' hydM*ed lixie. Its pounds of arsenate
of lead to 50 gallons of 'water. Ten
days later. use the sarae spray. After the weether becomes real hot.
bluesione. should be used instead
of lime sulphur.

JOHN WRIGIM.HOLSAPPLE

Hico News •
••

Miss Vera Duncan. who is staying with S. V. hfiller,_visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. ,Bill Duncan, a few days last week. She
also visited Mrs. Genara Holland.
Mrs. Mrs Adams, And Mrs. Myrtle
McDaniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Fennel and
children. James apd Charles, were
Sunday dinner guests a Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Childress.
Bro. Hawley filled hie.. rnonthbr
appeal/mem at Ledbetter Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester
were Saturday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Nalt Adams and f.aitides
morning callers of Milburn Holland
and family. 'They were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lee were
Sunday afternoon callers of the
latter's father and sister. John Ross
and Mise Alley Ross.
his
Childress
visited
Hamp
dadghter. Margaret Childress. who
is suffering with tonsilitia Sunday.
C. W. Adams left for the ..CCC
camp recently.
Miss Sue Holland was Wednesday night guest of her sister. Mrs.
Juanita Lee and Thursday's guest
of her grandmother. Mrs. Biddle
Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence' McDaniel
were Sunday afternoon callers of
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde" McDaniel.

Mrs. Herman-Mirdis-iirae. a guest
of . Mrs., ,Nalt - Adams Saturday
afternoon.--Uncle Ben" Parish is ill with
flu -and also suffering with a burn
Groups to Convene In Paducah on- his arm.
May 2 far Three-Day
Mrs. Chet Burkeen islet so well
Conference
at this time. Afternoon callers in
the Burkeen home included Mr.
Paducah -will be•sthe host s city and:Mrs. H,ayden Bogard and temto the 1939 State Convention of ilY, Mrs. Leddie Hogard. and
the Christian Church. sessions of Mrs. .Atinnie Bogard.
Mrs. Biddle Adams.. Orean Adwhich begin May 2 and last through
-May 4,'it was announced here Wed- erns. James Mars-el York - and dMiss
_mews_ owlet_ Saintta,y _math
--nesiday
Rev'-?r--V. Havens:
Mr.. and Mrs. Lillatuti Alton - and
'pastor .of 'the Murray church.,
Mr. Havens himself will lecture family near Farmiagton.
Miss Pauline and Guy. Cunning. on '
,Christian Falueation" Thursday
morning at 11 oaskicii Other speak- ham were Sunday afternoon callers
ers will be F. N. Wolfe. president of .Misea,garpe Evelyn Morris and
Lawrence ''Ooerhey.
of the Stare ,Assooration of ChrisMiss Ernestine Towery was a
tian .Churches: Dollftibizer T. Nooe.
night of Miss
pastor of the Vine 'Street Christian guest- -Saiday
Church. Nashville. and president of Pauline Houston.
daughter.
rheobiternatitinal -Cedeention: Cyrus, • PeirS: -Bertha Lewis and
-..yoeuus executive secretary tit Rtiby. were Saturday guests of
.
Sue
the divisieri- of foreign . missions: Mis. Milnurn Holland and
Th'RntJ'. Dye.a Termer inia- "
H arld'
Bro. Hawley was a guest of-Mr.
:sionary to Africa where he aided
.
d.
„Mrs, Bcoce_McCiartUSIdDrdal
eIn establishing the Congo Christian
Mission of the pisciples
Christ: `"g—
ar
end
Ora Leigh Shepherd. In- iialr
etkand
3°gMrs.
masher,
-the former's°Vecia
dianapolis. executive secretary
offllume. /3ogard Sunday. - the United Christian Missionary
-17 ' Mr. and " Afri.--OsElmus William's
Society.
, were Monday evening ...guests of
• --Ben Parish -Blue Eyes.
Herter Ladd. Lyon county. is!
seeding Italian rye grass On old ,
Head Use -Vilainiteed-4e5pedesa 'field.
•

Christian Church
To Hold Assembly

a

Mrs.

Insure
IN SURE
Insurance
•
AL Insurance Policies Issued By Our
Agency
Are
STANDANItp Insurance Compinies and 1_ .
en to you at the lowest possible cost-s-wkiether_it
be rire, Windstorrii. Casualty,. Auto, Liability, Life
Insurance or Bonds. Yu can rest -assured -you are
fully protected when youlk,policfisbwritten tlifqugh
—
this agency.

, NOTICE

it

Reduction in Auto Rates Effectiye at Once
20 . Reciuctidn in standard rates for public hability and property'damageinsurance covering individually owned privatp passenger automobiles,,the
use of which is not required by The insured's business, occupation or profession. This class also ,includes private passenger automobiles owned by
farmers or clergymen.

tai

Historians
Uti that the bf the
first to make a permanent settlement in that section was Bannester
Wade from whom both the town
of Wadesboro and Wades creek
were named. I suppose that the
Wades in Calloway' and Marshall
counties, at the present time are
descendants- of Bannester Wade.
The lewarts were also among the
first settlers in that section. C. H.
,Charley4 was at one time sheriff
of the county. He was quite a public speaker in his day. lie occasionally made some flights of
oratory. I remeenber hearing him
make--a- temperance - speech -in
which he was playing marbles with
the stars !figuratively ). filling
pitchers of gold with apples of
silver, flying from planet to planet
as a bird flits from limb to limb
in a summer's morning,. making us
forget where we were when sudenly he Pointed to the sky, gazed
upward into space as he -stood on
tiptoe., then stood -art perfect silence
for seconds !Which seemed like
hours.) theta dropped his head and
his geeticulating hand, and said
"Goodbye John", and sat down in

uneral Services Are Conducted
At sleuth Pleasant
Grove Saturday
Funeral services were held Saturday afternoon from the South
Pleasant Grove Methodist church
for Miss Lillie Mae Hill, daughter
of Mrs Connie Hill, who died
Wednesday night at the home of
her aupt. Mrs. Lewis Cosbyoaod
Cog'by, several miles southwest
of Hazel. •Miss Hill had been confined to her bed several months
with complications. She was 30
years old and a splendid young
Oman.

Puneral rites were conducted by
Brother K. G. Dunn of Hazel and
the Rev. John Wilford of Puryear.
Tenn
Pallbearers were cousins of Miss
Hill and the flower girls were her
friends from Paris, Tenn. Burial
was in the church cemetery.
Woman's Missionary Society
Meets
The Woman's Missionary SotietS
of the Hazel Baptist church met
Tuesday afternoon at the church
for their Bible class study. The
house was called together by the
President. Mrs 1111stead.
The program opened by singing
"Whosoever Meimeth Me" Mrs. J
H. Hodge gave the devotional and
those taking part on the program
were: Mrs. -- Herndon. Mrs. F.
Vaughn, Mrs. Novelle Hurt, Mrs.
Grace Wilson, Mrs. Dick Miller.
Mrs. Ella Mayer, and Mrs. Stella
Neely. A very interesting meeting
was enjoyed. There were 12 members present and one visitor, Miss
Emma Dorris. of Nashville.

spent the week-end in Hazel-as
guests of her mother. Mita Lois
Camp
. Mrs Sam Garrott. Leslie Franklin Garrett, Mrs. Mary Sue Jones
and Mrs. tdable Garret of McKenzie, Tenn.. spent Friday in Hazel
visiting Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White,
Mrs., Max Churchill and sons of
Murray were in Hazel last week to
visit her mother, Mrs. Bertha Maddox. and grandmdther, Mrs. William Mason. '•
Mrs. Pearl Wilson, Joe Gower
and son of near Cottage Grove,
Tenn., were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. S. S. Herndon and family.
Miss Laurene Yarbrough of Murray spent a few days last week in
Hazel visiting her sister, Mrs. Pauline White,
Miss Lucile Cooper, nurse of the
Mayfield hospital, spent the weekend in Hazel with her Parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Rip Cooper rod family.
*Mrs. Jones of Gleason, Tenn., is
in Hazel this week the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Laymon White
and Mr, White.
Mrs. Notia Maddox of Murray
is a guest in the home of her daughter, Mrs. Floyd M. Fudge. •
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Futrell
and son, James Luther. of Detroit
and Mr. and Mrs. Finis Futrell of
New Providence spent Friday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Clayton and famity.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Denham spent
Sunday at Reel Foot lake.
Attorney L. C. Wall and son,
Bradley, of Harlan. Ky.. visited
his brother-in-law, Charlie 'Clayton

The Jones family of that section
was among the early settlers. Or
perhaps- I should say one , of the
Many families of that name: for I
believe there ,are more people of
that name in this old world than
any. other. 1 -have traveled from
the Atlantic_ to, the PaCific and
from Canada to Mexico arid have
found Jones everywhere. Ike Jones
was a - carpenter whom we once
engaged to build the Christian
church house at Fair Dealing. Ky.
It was in the spring of the year.
About the middle of- one afternocn Ike !who lived in the neighc Methodist Women fleet
borhood, decided he would go
The Woman's Missionary Society
home,end de 'sane necessary gar- of the Methodist church met in the
den work. It was about e mile to home of Mrs. Darwin White last
his house, He met e man'enroute Wednesday for their April meetwho said "What are you 'going ing. The meeting was called to
home for this time of day. Ike? order with a prayer by Mrs. T. S.
Are you sick'r He told the man
Herron after' which she presided
why he was going home. Pretty during the business session. After
neighbor
who
another
soon he met
the reports were given by the varrepeated the same qgestion. addSous..chiffernen Mrs. Herron gave a
ing -You look . like you are
splendid report on the district conBy the time he reached home he
ference which was held at Covinghad met several, every one of
Miss Murl Jones was
whein- told him he looked'like he ton. Tenn.
was sick. So when he reached leader of the program. Mrs. Olga
home he went,to bed 'instead of to Freeman gave the meditation, 'The
work in his) garden. Power of Foundation of the City." The missionary *topic, "New Realizations of
suggestion.'
The Curds were early settlers of Dernocritcy in the Local CommunCalloway. One of them was clerk ity," was discumed by Mrs. Alice
In the land office at Waelesboro Jones, Mrs, K.- G. Dunn and Mrs.
when the county was settled. We Di...C.:Clanton. At the close of. the
have a „land deed in our 'family. drograrn the hostess served lovely
now with that name attached. 'refreshments.
From my earliest recollection I,
s
have heard of "Clerk Ed Curd." It
Rev. R. F. Gregory of Murray
seems there were many Ed Curds, filled his regular monthly appointand each had some distinguishing ment at the Hazel Baptist church
-handle attached to his name. One Sunday at 11 o'clock and in the,
,
near--any age-preceded me evening at 2:2
Y.
.
to Texas. He had inherited quite
Mr. and Mrs. James
a little estate from his father, but Paris spent the week-end' in
had lost it by poor trading and with -hie mother. Mrs. Grace
dad investments He was 'a proud Wilson in west Hazel.
chap and had come to Texas' to
Mr. and Mrs.'Charlie Lynn and
, make a comeback financially. He sons, Hugh and Gene, and Mr. and.
was clean, a perfect gentleman. a
Mrs Porter Lynn' and daughter of
fine fellt:w whom I...had known
Murray attended services at the
limps: boyhood. , I very . naturally
Baptist ...
-church
.o: ._..- in Hazel Sunday
asked about .his rille and children,
saying
wanted tesgo down to his evening:"
I
'Miss Ruby Lamb of Louisville
house 'to see them. He objected
because --of then abject poverty. was called to Hazel last week on
but I insisted and went. They were account of the death of her niece.
living so a little twodoom. house Miss Lillie Mae Hill,
Mrs. C; W. Derrharn- and Mrs. -D.
and he -Tardia- seittering Circulars and
doing such odd jhbs as he could N. White were .in Paris Monday
pick up. 7T:446h I itkianr-wherbe- shopping.
Mr. and Mrs'. Sim Foster -el-the
• came of him ihd his family. They
Whitlock community weriln-Bawere puie'gnirt
:.
Apother boyhood friend of mine del Saturday shopping.
came to Texas after I did. He 'Miss Louise Moore of„..Nashville
too was of a -fine family.',. But he
had thrown himself away by drink.
I saw him at a distance in d- Texas coercion we took him to,..the lodge,
etrysaid ta another Calloway but we never could get him to
couritian that I 'was going to catch sign the pledge again. He persistup with him for a little -visit ed in saying he jiiereould not rewhereupOn I was told he bad been. sist 'the temptation to drink. Poor
was fellow I know not what has be4.volding me because le
ashamed for me, to 'see him. I come of him. I suppose there Is
have not met him _yet. We a time a depth into which a 'human soul
with • hien )n the Good TeMplars I can go from which he can not be
lodge at Murray-4 -Heo broke his retrieved. God pity any and, all
pledge over and over again. Final, such . There is danger ahead for
Iy I with another_axas„-appainted to all who are going the wrong way.
bring' him to the lodge to sign the Stop while you we Look while
pledge again. We found him and oil caa me. Listen while you can.
aftio
pertuasien said -almost hear. Use your wills or low them.
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25 Reduction where private automobiles are not
driven more,than.7,500 miles per year and not operated by more thiiii-Two memberg. of asaured'a
-Vous,,holdc tiOrte-Orrh
vom is under 25 years of age.

KEEP COOL!

- -Emmer Lee, spent the week-end
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Chrocket of with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clayton
Big Sandy, Tenn., were Hazel vis- and daughters, Cherlene and Velene.
itors Monday.
Mrs. E. D. Miller and daughters, t Rex Parker, Josephine Glass,
Mrs.• Will 'Miller 'and Mrs. Rozelle I Elizabeth Glass, Flavil Glass, MauDaniels, were in Murray Monday rene Reeder of near Kirksey were
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Shirley is seriously
at the home of her niece, Mrs. Mrs, Parvin Adams.
Humphreys Key of Murray was
Floyd M. Fudge.
Mrs. Emily Miller Hendrix and In Hazel on business Wednesday.
baby of jiluriay are guests in the
f. D. Ethridge .of Union City,
home of her mother, Mrs. Will Mil- Tenn., was in Hazel Wednesday Ott
ler and family.
business.
Mrs. Bettie Miller and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maddox
of Paducah were in Hazel Sunday, Mrs. Rozelle Daniels, spenteTuesdinner guests of Mrs. Floyd Fudge day night in Paris as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Chrisman,
and aunt, Mrs. Shirley.
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob Mayer et
Mayfield were in Hazel Sunday to
IN MEMORY
see Doctor Mayer's mother, Mrs.
Jake Meyer, who is confined to her We miss :yap, Grannie 'Williams,
room with illness.
a-pattering around the place.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Smith of We miss you in your garden with
your loving face;
Paris spent Tuesday with Mrs.
Smith's sister, Mrs. Mary Wilson Though you've left us. Grannie
darling, left your garden here
and family.
behind,
Mrs- Coleman Hurt and father,
Still
we know that you're in heaven
N. P. Hendricks, attended the futhe angels sweet and kind.
with
neral of Hubert Trevathan at Flint
Baptist church last Thursday.
the rosy morning when
Mrs. Lee Warren Fox of New Early in
your garden's kissed with dew,
Concord and Miss Laurene Yaryour face, dear Granny,
brough of Murray were in Hazel We see
limned on the heaven's blue;
Saturday to visit Enoch' White and
We hope and pray we'll meet you
family.
safely in our home that waits
Mrs. Osie White of Paris was
up there,
guest of her grandson, Enoch White
Di garden filled with roees, on a
and Mrs. White Monday.
landscape bright apd rare!
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wells and
Written by two friends,
Miss Nell Short of near Murray
Mr. and Airs. Roy Adams.
were Sunday afternon-guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hendricks.
Luther Orr and granddaughter,i It pays to read our Classifieds

Temple Hill To be
Scene of Singing
on Saturday Night
rin
.pressario JOhll NOY. sung leader of no meap ability, said today
there would be a singing at Temple
Hill church Saturday night and
another et Coldwater Sunday after,
noon.
With Key xi the role of featured vocalist, thg group will sing
old-time sacred hymns.

Odell Phillips
Odell Phillips. son of Henry andilli
Alice Stephens Phillips, was born gir
March 4, 1903. and died April 16,
1939. His parents, together. with -.one .brother, Cordell, Detroit' are
the only remaining members of
a family of seven child4n. Mrs.
Erie Cravens, a sister, preceded
Odell in death by a few months.
Phillips
was a devot
Odell
Christian, a member of the South
Pleasant Grove Methodist church,
and was studious in his efforts to
live worthily.
In his prefession of teacher, he
numbered many friends who held
him in high esteem. As a student
in college, he was respected by his
instructors and his associates.
Courteous and considerate, he
made a lasting impression on the
lives of those he influenced. The
world was made' better through
the life of Odell Phillips.
Several marl deposits are being
opened up for use by Metcalm

ustont-Built Quality,
. you choose the covers
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ANNOUNCING
COLONY COURT CUSTOM GROUP
We are glad to announce our appointment as
dealers for COLONY COURT
lisILTHRF.-- a
collection of outstanding period pieces. Included
iu the COLONY COURT_ group are rebroduatons
'of sofas and chairs, authentic in design and styling, and built to the highest quality standards.
These distinctive models are shown on our floor
covered in gabardine. A, large rack of beautiful,
cushion-size samples, including damasks, brocatelles, friezes and velvets are at your disposal.
Thus you may choose models and covers best suited to your individual needs, for each piece is
custom built to your order,
The COLONY COURT CUSTOM GROUP is somcthing entirely new to our city. Don't miss this op- _
portunity to furnish your home the way you have
always wanted It=--with the taste and individuality that marks it as yours.

PRICED REASONABLY
You'll Find New 1939, Merthandise in All
Departments
ARMSTRONG LINOLEUM
RIGELOVV-SAN FORD RUGS AND CARPETS
KROEHLER LIVING ROOM SUITES

Phone for our Interior Dee-2,'
orator— Walter F o grd
Wright, Jr., to call and advise you on your problems—
His services Free.

--Reiratify Your Home
With the New and
Beautiful

Extended Coverage

VIVATONE
AWNINGS

We also include in this policy. WITHOUT EXTRA COST. protection for assured% while driving private passenger cars owned
by other individaufs.
We include. WITHOUT ADDITIONAL COST, in all policies
covering private pamermer :automobilfs arida tor theft or
eensprchensive -C*Verafe
Rental
(0-.4'5F BY
Reimbursement CovePage.,

•

-ThErr

VENETIAN
BLINDS
Portorford Cedar

Come In—Let Us Serve You

40c Per Square Foot
INSTALLED

R. H. Falwell & Co.

Write or Call for Appointment

HAYS MANUFACTURING CO.

Over Peoples Savings Bank
•••
!HONE 50

Cottage Grove, Tenn.

•

_ Store Open Until 5:30 Each Day
Saturday Until _9 P._ M.
Open Evenings By Appointment

11110DES-BURFORD CO
1VIAYFIELD,
KENTUCKY

Only 19 Miles From Court House, Murray
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MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

PHONE 247, PLEASE

Refreshments were served by the
hostess.

Social Calendar

Farewell Party Honors Miss
Bobby Farley

On Thursday evening. April 19,
Friday, Apra 28
between the hours ef 7:30 and 11:00
The a may bridge club will meet O'clock Misses Julia Coleman and
Mrs. Alsey Cooper was honored at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. Vernon gray Farley were hostess to a loveSunday, April 23, with a birthday Stubblefield, Jr.
ly farewell party for Miss Bobby
dinner. The abundant dinner was
Farley, who left Friday for an exSaturday, April 29
spread on the lawn.
tended stay in New Orleans.
The MacDowell Music Club will
' Those present were: Mr. and Mrs.
Chnose checkers and cards were
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
John Charlton, Mr. and Mrs. Dun- meet Saturday evening at 7:30 played throughout the evening.
afternoon each week.
o'clock
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Robert
can Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Porter
Dainty refreshments were served
Charlton, Mr. and, Mrs. Charlie S. Jones on Main Street.
to: Misses Bobby-Farley. Mary MaSurprise ShoWer Honors
son Dunn, Roselle Hargis, Mini
Eunice Henry, Mrs. Lula Potter, Myers, Mr. and Mrs. Grover CharlMonday, May 1
'Michigan Woman
ton, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Trees,
Mrs. Elbert phillips of Detroit.
Mrs. M. G. Carman will entertain Ruth Houston, Mary Alice Cole(Games were played and enjoyed. Mr. and Mrs. llerman Lassiter, Mr. the Monday afternoon bridge club man, Faye Hendon,'and I. B. AllThe southern girls will leave the
Mrs. George
Wilscn
won first and Mrs. Shannon Ellis, Mary Mil- at her home.
britten, James Max Grogan, Gus
south but they never lose that prize
playing bingo but the rest, ler, Jo Ellis, Phillis Paschall, Mr.
Yarbrough, Winston Coleman, Earl
southern hospitality.
On April of the group were not to be denied
and Mrs. Avis Treas, Mr. and Mrs.
The Service Circle of the First Williams, Clifford Farris, Ted Cole2 at 2 p. m., a stork shower was
and soon all were yelling Bingo! Bonnie St. John, Mr. and Mrs. Christian Church will meet
with man, Edward Hendon and the
iven in honor of Mrs. Rudy Dunn
Marion Valentine was the winner Homer Charlton, Jane Adams, Mr. Mrs. Harry Broach, Nflest
Olive, at hostesses Miss Julia Coleman and
of Plymouth, Mich., at the home
in a guessing contest and came and Mrs. T. W. Guthrie and chil- 2:45 p. m.
Miss Gray Farley.
of Mrs. Truman Watts,.119 Bereswithin 9 grains guessing 4Jae cor- dren, Herman and Rebecca, Mary
Everyone left wishing aBobby
ford, Highland Park, Mich., by
rect number. Mrs. Sammie LawThe B and PW Club will hold lots of good luck and a happy
Mrs. Truman
Watts and Mrs. son, amid laughter, came close to Alice and Martha Nell Myers, AzWoodrow Albin. The honoree re- winning the booby prize. - Mrs. zie Lee, Oyna, Rachel, Betty, Hal, their postponed meeting at 6.30 p. landing.
Holton, James and Doris Charlton, m. In the club room.
peived may nice gifts"
Norman Thompson kept the group'
Home Department Has Luncheon
•*- Those present were Mrs. Het". well entertained with her witty Polly and Orene Ellis, Jerlene and
Tuesday, May 2
John Lassiter and the honoree and
Meeting
bert McCuiston, Mrs. Fred Blalock, and jolly sayings.
The
general
meeting
of
the
Alice
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Alsey
Mrs. Willa Mae McCuiston, Mrs.
Miss Pauline Dunn got all the
Waters Missionary Society will be
A
lovely social event en the
Cooper.
Norman Thompson, Mrs. Wade compliments of the day on baking
held at 2:30 o'clock at the Metho- 'spring
••• ••
calendar was the 'Admen
Thompson. Mrs. Barney Thomp- the most delicious cakes (pineapple
dist church.
at wh,ich the Home Department of
son, Mrs. George Wilson, Mrs. and milk - chocolate) thanks to her Miss Stephens And Mr. Eskew
the Woman's Club was entertained
Payne Slaughter, Mrs. Bun Valen- teacher, Mrs. Clovis Byerly, alAre Married Sunday Afternoon
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the
on last Thursday at the home of
tine and Markel, Mrs. William though Mrs. Albin's and Mrs.
Miss Isabelle Stephens became Presbyterian church will meet at, Mrs. Marvin Fulton. Hostesses were
Kline, Mrs. Jessie Orr, Mrs. Tru- Peak's were excellent. The re2:30 p.
at tl'e home of Mrs.m
the
bride
of Mr. Alfred Eskew at
Miss Cappie Beale, Miss Betty
man Watts, Pauline Dunn, Mrs. mainder a the evening was spent
Glen Rogers.
Beale, Mrs. M. G. Carman, Mrs.
Howard Rogers, Mrs. Vera Jorgen- in playing pinochle with Clifford a beautiful ring ceremony at the
in Lebanon,
A. F. Doran, Mrs. N. P. Hutson,
sen, Mrs. Gordon Watson and Mrs. Blalock and Pauline Dunn hold- Methodist "'Church
The
meeting
of
the
Delta
DepartTenn., at 4:30 Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. L. D. Hale, Mrs. L. R. PutEwing Guerin of Highland Park, ing the lucky cards.
The Rev. Dean Stroud read the ment has been postponed from nam and Mrs. Fulton.
•••••
Mrs. George Kulp of Battle Creek,
May
2
to
May
9.
The
place
will
vows before an Improvised altar
Mich., Mrs. Nellie Jamison of B and PW Club Changes
The reception rooms held artistic
banked with Easter lilies and fern be announced next week.
Cairo, Mich., Mrs. David Morgan,
arrangements of spring flowers.
Meeting Date
and lighted candelabra which held
Mrs. Solon Morgan,. Mrs. colton
Wednesday, May 3
The dining table, where special
The B and PW _Club has post- white burning tapers.
Mrs. Roy Stewart will be hostess guests were seated, was cqvered
Moriane-fdra, Mabel Akers, Mrs.
The
program
of
nuptial
music
poned
its
meeting
from
Thursday,
to
her bridge club at her home at with an imported Italian linen
Bessie Hines, Mrs. Wavel Moody,
and Maureen, Miss Virginia Kline, April 27, to Monday, May 1. A was given by Miss Bertha Lasater, 2:30 p. m.
cloth and held a centerpiece of
organist,
and
Mrs.
Pauline
Buller,
Mrs. Sammie, Lawson, Mrs. Olaf supper program will be held at 6:30
pink tulips and spirea. Small tables
vocaliet.
Thursday,
Mrs.
Butler
sang
"I
Love
May
4
Rose, Mrs. Jimmie Garrett, Mrs. p. m. Monday evening in the club
You Truly" and during the taking
The regular meeting of the Gar- placed for members were decorated
Ruby Cunningham,- of Dearborn, MOM.
'
of the vows "Believe If All Those den Club will be held at 2:45 in keeping with, the large one in
Mich....Mrs. Everett- Watts, Mrs.
Mrs. Chalcross, New York City,
Endearing
o'clock at the home-of Mrs. W. P. the dining rum. Clever place cards,
Young Charms'.
Arm
Morefield, Miss
Kathryn a national field worker, and Mrs.
the work of Mrs. John Rowlett,
The, bride wore a white taffeta Roberts.
Guilvzan. Mrs. Joe Smith, Mrs. Mary Brenan of Hopkinsville, state
depicted scenes of the club house,
fashioned with a low square
flick Bailey, Mrs. Jack Peak, Mrs. vice-chairman, will appear on the gown
neckline. short puff sleeves and
= - -- the plans for which are almost
Oiale Edwards, -Mrs. Guy Ross of program.
triple ruffle skirt. Her only jewel- very delicious refreshments . were complete. A delicious three course
Detroit. Mrs. Rudy Dunn, and Mrs.
All members are urged to attend. ry was an antique cameo necklace. served to the Members.
luncheon was served.
Woodr DW
Albin
of Plymoutb,
•
•
•.
•
• fr
•
• *
In the afternoon a short business
She wore a shoulder length veil,
Those present were Barbara
Mich.
Mrs. Turner Is ,Hostess
which was adjusted to a coronet of Diuguid, Hilda Farley. Betty Jo session was -held and the following
Those sending gifts Were: Mrs.
lilies of the valley. She carried Chambers, Jane Orr, Helen Kee, officers elected for the ensuing
Mrs. Tom Turner was hostess
Clovis Byer's', Mrs. Macon Wrye,
a shower bouquet of white roses, Charlyn Hartsfield, Claire Fenton, yeeis,
F. Doran, chairman;
—74117--Hardizi Wrye, Mrs. Leland Tuesday morning to members of lilies of the valley and orchids.
and Joan Butterworth.
Mrs. Burnett Waterfield,
Dunn:- Mrs. Guy Dunn, Mrs. Dock her bridge club.
•,• • • •
Mrs. Fred Maggart of Alexanchairman; Mrs. James Dulaney,
Boggess, Mrs. Ben Dunn of BranThe prize for high score was dria, who attended her sister as
secretary; and Mrs. L. D. Hale,
don, Ky..'Mrs. Thad Edwards, Mrs. awarded Mrs. Joe Houston.
matron of honor, was dressed in a Mrs. Dunn Entertains Club
treasurer. Mrs. Joe Lovett outlined
blue taffeta, cut princess style
Mrs. Hebert Dunn entertained plans for the stale _convention to
with a square neck and short puffher bridge clue Thursday. after- be .held in Paducah on April 25.
ed sleeves. She carried an arm
noon at the home of Mrs. Joe Par- 26 and 27.
bouquet of pink tulips and snapGuest speaker for the occasion
ker on Vine 'street The prize for
dragons.
high score was awarded Mrs. wag Mrs. W. E. Derryberry. She
Mr. Paul Baddour of Hughes,
spoke on "English Customs," conGraves Hendon.
Ark., was best man. Ushers were
At the conclusive of. the game a trasting those of her native counMessrs. Charles Eskew and Fred
delightful salad plate was served. try with the land of her adoption.
Maggart of Alexandria.
The guest list included Members
Those who enjoyed this delightMrs. Eskew, daughter of Mr. and
and one visitor, Mrs. Bradburn ful occasiot were members of the
Mrs. H. E. Stephens of Murray,
Hale,
House Department and the followgraduated from Lynn Grove High
ing guests: Mrs. Joe 'Lovett, Mr*.
School and attended business colhe has been Alpha Department Holds Meeting W. J. Caplinger, Mrs. John W. Carr,
lege at Paducah.
Mrst C. S. Lowry, Mrs. A. D. Butemployed in Lebanon at the Leba-1
The Alpha Department held its terworth, Mrs. E B. Houston and
.non Bank and Trnst company for
regular meeting Saturday after- Mrs. W. E. Derryberry
the last two years.
• • • • •
Mr. Eskew is the son of Mrs. noon at the home of Mrs. E. B.
Jennie Eskew of Lebanon, Tenn. Houston with Mrs. Houston, Mrs. Gunter-Falwell Announcement Is
. •
He was graduated from Lebanon G. C. Ashcraft, Mrs. C. A. Bishop
Of Interest
_High School and is cennected with and Miss Emma Helm as hostesses.
T h e following announcement
A short business session was held
Alexson's, florist, Lebanon.
Mrs. Jennie Eskew was hostess during which officers for next year which accompanied a lovely picto a reception in honor of the were elected as follows: Mrs. E. J. ture of Miss Gunter in Sunday's
wedding party, close friends, rela- Beale, chairman; Mrs. Mary Ed Commercial Appeal will be of intives and out-Of-town guests at Mecoy Hall. vice-chairman; and terest to friends in Murray.
Mrs. Frank Young Gowan of Mcher home on East Spring street, Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, secretary and
Adams. Miss., announces the enLebanon, following the ceremony. treasurer.
An interesting program on "A gagement of her sister, Catherine
For the occasion the house was
beautifully decorated with spring New Anthology of Modern Poetry" Rowena Gunter, to R. H. Falwell
flowers. The bride cut the large was presented by Mrs. John W. Jr. of Murray, Ky.
heart-shaped wedding cake, which Carr and Mrs. G. T. Hicks. Mrs.
The wedding will take place in
was decorated in green and white. C. S. Lowry read several of her the early summer.
An ice course, noting ivedding em- own poems and Miss Ruth HepMiss Gunter, who makes her
blems, was served by the hostess, burn sang two lovely numbers home in Sallis, Miss., was gradWho was assisted by Mrs: Charles with Miss Katie Cost at the piano. uated , from Hillman and Blue
Eskew, Mrs. Ralph Eskew. Mrs. _ Refreshments were served dur- mountaih Colleges and will receive
Philip Eske.w, Miss Christine Des ing the social hour,
her diploma from the Baptist
kew, Miss Ethel Swann and Miss
Women's Missionary Union TrainAlexa Outland of Murray, Ky.
ing School in Louisville, Ky., on
Bridge
Club
Meets
Saturday
Immediately after the. recepMay 1.
tion. Mr. and, Mrs. Eskew left
The Saturday afternoon bridge
Mr. Falwell was, graduated from
for their honeymoon. For travel- club met last week with
Mrs. Murray State Teachers College
ing the bride wore a navy blue Everett Ward Outland at her home.
and is a student at Southern Bapcoat suit, a white straw hat and
Mrs. Gingles Wallis received the tist Theological Seminary. He is the
blue accessories. Upon their re- prize- for high score.
son of Mr. and Mrs. It. H. Falwell,
turn they will be at home at their
A party plate was served at.,
and. has many friends here
apartment on East Spring street. conclusion of the. game.
and elsewhere who will welcome
Casteaf-town guests attending inOnly member§ were preaent.— his bride.
• • • • •
cluded parents of the bride, Mr.
and Mrs. Stephens, her brothers,
Mrs. Overby Jionors Visitors
Messrs. John Edward and Jack Entre Nous Club Meets Tuesday
Stephens, and Miss Outland of
Mrs. Wells Overby had guests for
Mrs. Jack Farmer was hostess
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
-Tuesday afternoon to the Entre bridge at her home Friday afterLitchfield and daughter, Miss HarNous Sewing Club at her home on noon in honor of Mrs. Ira D. Smith
riet Litchfield, of Nashville,
Carr Avenue. The hours were of klopkinsville.
Mrs. H. I. Sledd received the
spent informally, and a delightful
Mr. And Mrs. Stephens Are Hotta pail* plate was, -served by the prize for high score and Mrs. Smith
To Stephens-Eskew Rehearsal hostess.
was presented the guest prize.
Party
Guests, in addition to members,
Smooth, sleek, super-controlled! Yet free tc.bend
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Stephens included Mrs. T. C. Doran, Mrs.
complimented Miss Isabelle Steph- Mayene Ryan Hughes Mrs. Frank
and move comfortably, youthfully. Portrait of you
ens and Mr. Alfred Eskew at an Holcomb, Mrs. Joe Ryan and Mrs
open house-following- the rehearsal Autrey, Farmer.
and
Mrs. Alsey Cooper is Honored
With Birthday Dinner

4

AS SEEN IN

yffipat

A salad course was served at the
coffalusion of the game.
Those present were Mrs, Ira D.
Stifith, Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. J.
R. Oury, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs.
Harry Broach, Mrs. Errett Gardner,
Mrs. Joe Lovett and Mrs. H. L
Sledd. Mrs. W. S. Swann was a
tea guest.

A 'total of 5,000 tons of limestone to be distributed ,to farmers
under the Agritultural ConservA"bon Program is now available for
dispensation, it was declared here
today by County Agent J. T. Cochran.
He requested all truck drivers
who might have an interest in
hauling the lime te various locations to meet with him in his
office at 10 o'clock Saturday morning for a full report on the matter.

at the Methodist chuch it 7 o'clock
Friday evening in Lebanen, Tenn
Only members of the wedding
party and a few invited guests attended. The marriage was Sunday
afternoon.
The affair was given at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Stephens on
South College street, Lebanon. The
reception rooms were attractively
decorated with cut flowers of dresden shades.
Mrs. Stephens, assisted by Mrs.
Robert Oakley and Mrs. 011ie Robinson, served a delightful salad
'prate late in the evening.
•••••

h. G.

BROOKS S HOPPE
123 Broadway

A.

Meet At
'
Mai Butterworth's

*LTHE
Mayfield, Ky.

The H. G. L. girls met at the
home of Miss Joan Butterworth on
Saturday night, April 22. Everyone enjoyed p.
laying cards or other
games. After a short business session was held, late in the evening

The Ladies' Aid of the First
Christian Church met Tuesday
afternoon with Mrs. H. B. Bailey
at her home on Olive Street.
The hours were devoted to the
discussion of business matters.
Refreshments were served by the
hostess to the ten members present.

INSURANCE
•
Fire, Windstorm, Auto La-

bitity, Compensation,
Health and
•
Accident

L E. OWEN
WE WRITE BONDS

Phone 159—Murray, Ky.

HEAVY BREEDS
$8.50 per 100
LEGHORNS
$7.50 per 100
Custom Hatching
1 Tray 116 Eggs $2.75
WAYNE- FEEDS
POR EVERY.• NEED

MURRAY
HATCHERY
Opposite Flour Mill ots'S. 4th

Dammompoom

—
is.••••••---r,
_

ataCt....lawasseae.
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COPY FADED

In memory of Raymond Easley
who passed away April 17, 1935.
"When
the
evening
shadows
gather
And we sit here all alone.
In our heart there comes a longing
That he would only come home.
_
Often still our thoughts Zo wander
To a little grave not far away
Where we laid dear, Raymond
Headly
Just four years ago'today."
Written by his Daddy and''
Mother,
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Easley
Oldham county homemakers set
207 trees during a home, yard and
road beautification campaign.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the .Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody feads

Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs

Many Bargains in Shoes,:Dry
Goods, Ready-to-Wear
•

0. TURNER

ONTH

SPECIALS

Friday & Saturday!
One Rack Betty Rose, Redfern and 'Dormont

BAGS COATS & SUITS
Styles and Materials Suitable for Next Fall

Fel;

Use Right, Now
Former $1 to $2.95 Values,
Only

As
Low$2.95
One Rack of Spring

79c
--

One Group a

•

From Blood-Tested Flocks
Ladies' Aid Holds Meeting

MEMORY

ND
One Group of

C.-

ments of the club and their committees.
String music was furnished during the afternoon by several members of the tollege orchestra.
One hundred and fifty guests, including prominent club women
from all over the state, pronounced
this as one of the most delightful
occasions of the convention. - -

Remodeling Sale
Continues!

5,000 Tons of Lime
To Be Distributed
By County Truckers

with Invisible Panels
for Super-Control
$5 TO $ 5

these new Vassarettes-that alimaldomen
derriere completely, comfortably ;-:; and invisibly.
A new panel construction ; ; invisible to the eye
but very visibly effective ;;; gives you the firm
restraint of one-way stretch fabrics in neyanie two.
way stretch Vassarettes. Think of the freedom of
it.;; and the figure! See these new Vassarettes in
our Corset Salon today;;. iotice how beautifully
they're made with not even a seam to betray their
panelled control. Girdles start at $5 ... All-inat $7.50.
Ones
'

State Club Women Are Guests Of
College and Local Club Wednesday

Delegates and visitors attending
the annual convention of the Kentucky State Federation of Women's
Clubs which is being held in Paducah this week, were guests Wednesday afternoon of Murray State
Sew and So Club Honors
College and the Murray Woman's
Mrs, Houston
Club. The Rotary Club, the Young
Business Men's Club, faculty memMembers ot.,the Sew and.S0 Club, bers and- club members cooperated
honored Mrs. .1):le Mouston with a in furnishing transportation of the
surprise covered dish luncheon at visitors to Murray,
They asher home last Friday.
sembled first at the college audiAfter luncheon bridge was en- toil= where a. program was prejoyed.
sented in their honor.
Those present were Mrs. Carney
Greetings were extended by Dr.
Hendon, Mrs. George Ed Overby, James H. Richmond
and „pr.
Mrs., Ottis Valentine, Mrs. Mack Rainey •.T, Well!. -'Mrs.
Joe T.
Cardwell, Mrs. Walter Boone, Mrs. Lovett, chairman of the Murray
Freed Cetham, Mrs_ Ardell Knight, Club and district governor. introMrs.' Max Churchill, Mrs. Tom ,duced outstanding club women
Turner, Mrs. Hubert Dunn and Mrs. and visiting speakers who were
Joe Houston.
present.
The next meeting of the club
A delightful musical program
will be held on Friday, May 5, was given by the college band, the
with Mrs. Hubert Dunn.
A Capella Choir, the girls' glee
•••
•
club and the orchestra.
Charlie Haley Is Surprised
Following the program at the
With Birthday Dinner
college the visitors were guests
On Sunday. April 23, the rela- at
a beautifully planned tea which
tives and friends ,of Charlie Haley
was seven by the Murray Woman's
surprised him with. a birthday
Club at the home of Mrs. W. H.
dinner.
nnern.
Mason. "Macon Manor" was never
At
a bountiful dinner was lovelier than
on this occasion. The
spread. The day was spent in rooms
were filled with bouquets
pleasant conversation, games, and ef tulips,
iris and spirea, and the
ardens were a maas of bloom in
The following were present: Mr.
many colors.
and Mrs. John Haley, Mr. and WS.
The receiving line was composed
Albert Chapman, Mr. and Mrs.
George Haley and son, Irvan of Mrs. W. ff. Mason-, Mrs. Joe T.
Hughes, Mr. and Mrs. James White Lovett, Mrs. James H. Richmond.
and children, James Thomas and other club officers, state officers
Forest Dale; Mr. and Mrs. Carl and visiting speakers of the conHaley and children, Ann and venticn.
The table in the . dining room
Charles. Hubert Morris, Charlie
Haley and children, Charlyn and was draped with an imported
Joe Rob; Ben Haley, Raymond cloth of Italian cutwork with filet
Burkeen, Myrtle Chapman, and medallions. The ,central appointment was a silver bowl of Joanna
Evelyn McDonald.
Hill roses and pink snapdragons on
a mirror plaque flanked with four
CHURCH OF CHRIST
silver candlesticks holding burning tapers. Dainty sandwiches,
Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45
ecqkies,,_ and punch wers_served by
a. m.; worship at 10:50 a. m. ad
the chairmen of -the five deparl7:30 p. m.
We are having a very fine meet. -Bru.-H. ,Leo Boles of Nashville, Tenn., is doing the preaching. Services are at 3 p. m. and
7:30 p. m. The meeting will continue through Monday evening I
(May 1).
A most sincere, invitation is extended to the people of Murray to
hear BrOther Boles,
C. L. Francis

Au, VASSARE TT ES

gffingom0000mm
BABY CHICKS!

PAGE THREE

GLOVES
79c

PifflUs-and--SollE+1116ea

.95

As
AsLow

One Group of Spring

Fabrics and Kids
Former Values, $1 up to $1.95

Famous Hansen and Osborn
Gloves

DRESSES

•

HATS

In a wide variety of Straws and Shapes. All head sizes.
Former Values, $3.95

98c

s

GLADYS SCOTT'S
East 'Side Court Square
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Hairy Cotharn, son 0: Mr and
Mrs. B. B Cotharn, Murray, is
among the Abilene Christian College students -listed on the @chatasuc honer roll for the mid-sei
master report Clara Bishop. college
.
' . , registrar • at Abilene,;Texas, an-

_

C
.
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Bailees' Mernplpe Geed Exercise
No sissy mincing ls the Sailors'
iornpipe. It's a lively at requires.
luica kicks and good balance. And,
lays the Australian navy, it's "a
i plendid form of exercise." Capt.
tames Cook, famed English explorir of the Eighteenth century. agreed
with this view. On long voyages,
se regularly lined up his sailors and
lad them do the hornpipe to keep
It Hornpipe is not only the name
if a dance, but also of an obsolete
welch instrument and of a tune of _
three were most popunusic.
ee in the. rimr•htrantis rownft try

dpqr14
All,
0
.
..,
I% iliiiill'
.

,

,
,. . _ _ i,••. . -. - .
r

rouu

eili.s Balderick of Liwksville <
Callahan addressed the college i
dents at chapel Monday muna
Mr. and Mrs. Et N. Belote I
Mr and Mrs Jesse Harris and d
dren of Mayfield were guests S
day dl Mr. and Mrs Wells P

An

Adorn

tt
"Holy lklanna
ft. TREVATHAN

JORGEF

_ By

---

whisky and tobacco, are
meet their obligations. Kentucky's products,
- Senator T. 0. Turner AMIOUI1COS His
government testi! a just State
,'
being eicessively taxed by the national
the st,sW has taken the right to tax
thx wduld be impossible. Also
Candidacy for Reelection to State Post from
when the countie_a must
_
the counties Until the time has come
'
, ., '

Again a happy memory thrills
A poet from Kentucky's hills
'Tis mere than three score years ago
Since this hymn he learned to know
'Twas in our home before he came
And "Holy Manna" was its name.'

•

- .
-,,,,..
ea

Jr*

to destroy, and when sit..
have relief. The power to tax is Me Power
the smaller units of.
revenue
of
sources
all
tax
nts
governme
perior
up for discussion in
been
have
matters
These
goveriunent suffer.
up the fight until relief
each session in recent years. We must keep
one, the rsterganizia .
difficult
a
been
has
tion
is had. This administra
problems. It
difficult
many
brought
has
nt
uon of the state governme
pruning is necessary. And
is like an orchid soon after planting: some
the making are willing to
quite a few of the members that served -in
relieving some burdens and
do the necessary wailing, thereby
strengthening in some places.
be removed. The public
A few constitutional inhibitions should

..ea

.. ,k

....

That hymn'. he heard when but a
• boy
He sings it still with so much joy

'
.
'

•
to. !mast: or. However,-a
I have no outstandiag Achievements
_ ---.
:sou Lo•ma to wog us oer agdut
coopeatton lif paierir
.
and
eneriy
my
use
to
ready
by
spelled
have stood
The name Je,phtha, also
lirl
.
A That old- tune how sweet the SO
-- economically manage the state's
Doran. Mtss Erre Keys, Mrs.
origin
legislation to reduce the state debt; to
leepie, Baptist Student Union lead- T. C.
-- extent that we are
As Manna falling all around. ea
Grady Mill- jePtha! is a Hebrew
1!
a
the
Mrs.
to
Doran.
program
Laurine
••
road
the
origadvance
institutions; and
k'
er; Byron S. DeJarnette. Baptist
means "God sets free." The
at lAdifficult being
er. and Mrs. A. F. Doran attended Mal Jephtha was a judge of Israel
.
Justly entitled-this is not an easy task,
Training Union secretary''and Miss
me
to
comes
story
to those in a radii/
of the B. and
the
Again
meeting
1
distriet
the
vile
il
away from the capitol; _a disadvantage even
miles
in the
who vowed that if he should be
leader
Jones.
Josephine
add return any day and
P. W. club which was held Suns he would 101 Moses and the Old Red See
•., -- of 150 miles where they can go -to Frankfort
....
State Young Women's Auxiliary. eey at the Hall Hotel'in Mayfield torious over the Ammonite
ti
he traveled with his band
secrifice whatever first came to i And how
'
attend office hours.
all of Louisville., were in Murray
•--,-- a e
energy much in the
Kelly Dick c'f. Meet him on his return home. He i Toward the shores of Canaeres land
Mrs.
and
Mr.
I am not an active bill passer; I use my
"a
at•
e
Sunday.
.
Saturday night and
found
they
but
one.
day
every
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OUR FELLOW DRIVERS...

Training School

By Mueller Honor Roll at
BUILD SOIL THE ACP WAY
High School is
Announced Today (Editor's Note: This is the first of In 1938 farmers of Calloway

Miss Edna Earl Wilson has enSpring has really come and farm rolled at Murray State College to
News from down South heralds
teams are marching down the fields study irt this semester.
alumnus Herbert Drennon as a
early this Monday morning. April
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Atkins visit- good track prospect at Mississippi
24. Several Faxon people swell the ed in the home of their daughter, State. Drennon is only a -Tresturian
Fourth Monday Murray crowd.
Mrs. Noble Hughes, and husband this year and is ript eligible for
Large crowds attended church Sunday.
the varsity squat:Is-but has already
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Kirkland attracted the ettention of the varservices in- the community yestervisited
Mr.
and
. Mrs. Andrew Os- sity track coach, by his early works
day. Several persons came on to
Friendship from Elm Grae an8 bron Sunday afternoon.
outs vist, a member of the varsity
Mr. and Mr.!. Bonnie Brown and squad.
Sugar Creek for preaching only to
find that the minister 1 away in Children were Sunday visitors of
The Training School has very
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Brisendine and
revistae:Sta--44enciersen, Ky.
height prospects of piling up a
son.
bonny score in the Purchase ConMr. and Mrs. Clyde and Mr. and
Misses Reubene and Valda TayMrs. Raymond John ,
'Thomas' and lor were Hazel visitors Saturday. ference track meet, to be held at
Dolphus Phelpe visited Mr. 'and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Brisersene and Murray State Teachers College, SatMrs. Orville Walker near Paris daughter were week-end' guests of urday; April 29. Every man Which
Sunday. Master James came back Mrs. Brisendine's parents, Mr. and from last year's squad and several
.new prospects have turned up. Alfor a visit with his grandparents.
Mrs. McCarter of .Whitlock.
most every man will be back next
Miss
Laverne
.
Like
was
a
SaturSaturday the juniors, seniors and
faculty of Faxon had what was day night guest of Miss Frances year as there isn't a senior on the
squad.
unanimously voted a most delight- Osbron.
The 4-H club will sponsor a
Mrs. Nellie Robinson remaii‘eill
ful outing. The party of 29 stopped
party for its members Friday, April
at Fairview, Bowling Green and at this writing.
Miss Ozane Robinson and Mies 28, in the Training School library.
Western, Mammoth and Great
--Carleen Morris visited Miss Doris
Onyx caves. M sponsor of the
Marie Wilson Sunday afternoon,
junior Class, I wish here publically
Harold Ray and Robert Carlisle
to thank everyone who cooperated,
of Paris visited friends and „relato make the trip almost perfect. tives
of this community Saturday
I wish to mention especially the night and
Sunday.
Messrs Rogers of Lynn Grove for
On Thursday, April 20, at 3
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Jackson and
their careful, elitient driving and daughter visited Mr.
the morning, the entire
and Mrs. o'clock in
their courtesy; Miss Brandon and Tommye Jackson
community was made sad when
Sunday.
the girls who prepared and packed
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Calloway Miss Lillie Mae Lamb died after So I sea, "You can't fool a guy wbeireeps his eyes open .. .."
-the
e
goodilunch, and Messrs. Jones had as their guest Saturday night a long broehial illness.
and Hurley for cooperating and the Rev. Lloyd Spiney of Big
Miss Lamb had been ill .three
years and bad been bed fast in tre
helping in every way possible.
Sandy..
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Like visited hcime of her aunt, Mrs. Lewis CosArthur Hargis reported a grand
Rudy,,Hendonand Warlict Huttrip for- the party he headed to Mr. and Mrs. Walls Taylor Sunday. by most of these years.
She bore her suffering with much
H. G:Bucy. Jr., spent last week
Lexington and a tour of Kentucky
The junior class play, "Listen to son were among the number in
last week for the tri-state W.O.W with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hen- patience. She greeted every one Leon," will be presented Saturday New Providence Wednesday afters
with a smile as they visited at her night,
noon.
don of Concord.
April 29, at 7:45.
meeting.
Miss Pernie Mae and E. H. SimHafford Robinaon and son, Ben- bedside. She fought hard to get
"Listen to Leon" is a 3-act farce.
There seems to be no news of
nie, made a business trip to Mur- well and every thing that any Leon is a lovable irresponsible mons and Miss Betty Jo Lax spent
serious sickness or other uhtoward
one could do was done.
ray' Monday.
young boy. He has what amounts a while Wednesday afternoon with
happenings.
Mr. and Mrs. Gistau McSwain,
Lime Mae leaves her. mother, to a genius for lying.. "Why tell their aunt, Mrs. Linda Simmons.
—Alf.
A large crowd attended the barn
Melvin Calloway and Carlton Tay- Mrs. Connie Lamb; three aunts, the truth when a lie is so much
lor were in Paris Saturday after- Mrs. Rubye Yates of Lousiville, more interestieg"? he asks, and raising at Mr. and Mrs. Lee Lander
noon.
Miss Beulah Lamb of Hazel, Mrs. adds that if he lies himself into Salem Thursday. They all report
'Miss Drue Nell Rubinson and Bertha Taylor of Flint. Mich.. and trouble he can lie himself out .a good 'dinner and lots of good
Bennie Robinson visited Saturday Mrs. Lewis Cosby with whom she again. His valet backs him up as work was done during the day.
Hatten .Lewis was last Sunday
night with their sister, Mrs. Boyd was"making her home: two uncles, well as he can but often he's not
Calloway and attended a party' Rip Lamb of near Lynn Grove sure just which lie he's backing. guest of Jim Thompson near Green
given in the home of Misses Lu- and Elvin Lamb of Murray.
His devoted—and rich—uncle plans 'Plain.
Johnnie Simmons was among
cille and Brenda Maye Clayton.
Funeral services were held at to marry him to his ward. but
Miss Carolyn Robinson is spend- South Pleasant Grove Saturday Leon shies at the idea. A school- the. number in Haiel Friday.
Cleve Lax of Macedonia and
ing a few days with her sister, afternoon at 2 o'clock with the boy infatuation had led him to
Mrs. Zelna Roberts of Puryear.
Rev. K. G:- Dunn- and the Rev. marry a much older woman, who Houston Lax of near Concord were
—Pap's Darling
J. D. Waked of Paris, Tenn., in had a daughter older than Leon in Murray Friday.
Miss Mary Mitchell was a Moncharge of the service. The body himself. Since the woman's death.
was laid to rest in the church the daughter, persistently tags day afternoon caller of Miss Bobbie
• .
•
cemetery.
after Leon, calling him "papa" and Grubbs.
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons and
• warning him to scare up a husMrs Walter Carrell has been. ill band for her. And in the mean- brother, E. H. and Miss Betty Jo
Patients admitted to the William the past two weeks. Here's hop- time, Leon has fallen in love with Lax of Macedonia were Friday
Mason Memorial Hcspital during ing Mrs. Carrell a speedy recovery:
girl, though he has her name visitors of Miss Susan 'Lax of
the past week were Mrs. Walsie
Miss Clore Nance was a Sunday faiated-up with that of her friend, Hazel.
On Friday evening "Aunt Sis"
Lewis, Murray; Philip I. Lippard, afternoon caller of Mrs. Haughtie an& so complication piles on comMcClure heardwahe words: "Well
Eldridge, Tenn.; Minos Wm. Baker, Byars.
plication ba,
,
the roar of the audidone, thy good and faithful serBirmingham, Ky.; Chas. M. Rogers,
Visitors in the home of "Uncle ence.
vant, thou hest been faithful .over
Buchanan, Term.; Stark W. Hall, Dick" Jones' family •Saturday
The characters are as follows:
a few things I will make thee ruler
Murray; Mrs. E. F. Russell. Mur- night were Mrs. Gaither Stallings
Archibald Darby, James Patterover rnany,v and fell asleep to
ray; Mrs. Sarah Marshall, Henry, and son, R. L„ and Ernest, Loretta son—,.friend of Leon's:
greet the dawn on a beautiful shore
Terins Mrs. Geo. T. Harmon, Hazel; and Asavania Ann Jones.
Anne Cushrrian, Juanita 'Wynn—
where night will never come again.
Mrs. Floyd Berry, Paris, Term.;
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Orr hon- Carolyn's friend.
Her age was .91 years and six
Mrs. Welton Davis, Mayfield; Miss ored their son, Euel, -with a surLeon Bryan, Wayne *ileon-months. "Aunt Sis- was a good
Lucille Shekel, Hamlin; Mrs. Ot- prise birthday dinner Sunday, himself.
Christian woman. and a good
ley Farley. Murray; Mrs. Truman April 23. Those present to help
Guiseppe, James Max Grogan—
neighbor and friend to everyone.
Stalls, Murray: Mrs. W. L. Dunn, enjoy the nice dinner Mrs. Orr his man.
She will be sadly missed by all
Hazel; Wm. M. King, Hazel.
prepared were Miss Julia CatheColonel Bryan, L. T. Rattarree—
who knew her. Burial services
Patients dismissed during the rine Latimer, cf Hazel, Hugh Leon's uncle.
were held fromUhe New Provipast week:
Walton Foster, Miss Labree On' of
Hobe, Virgie Shoemaker—Leon's
dence Cemetery Sturday afterMaster Frank Hill, Murray; Mrs. Puryear, Hoyt Miller and Miss uncle.
aioon.
In -.- the ch
yar
Cleve Ross. Murray; Mn. Luther Velma Love Orr of Pttryear, and
- Atidrits' Mae Coleman— sweetly sleeping,
where the -flowers
Insco. Dresderi. Tenn.: Mrs. Nuell Euell Orr. This occasion was very Bobe's maid.
gently wave lies our dear " nt
McNutt and baby. Murray; Mrs. nice with plenty of ice cream to
Sis" we all loved so dearly, in the
L. M. Baker, Birmingham: Mrs. finish off the splendid dinner.
Work on the commencement exWalsie Lewis, Murray; Chas. Rog- Here's hoping Euell many more ercises have begun. The baccalau- lonely grave.
Missqe. Velma and Betty Jo Lax
ers, Buchanan. Terse.; Mrs. T. R. happy birthdays.—Golden Lock.
reate sermon will be in the New were
Saturday afternoon visiters
Brooks. and baby, Benton; Mrs. G.
Concord auditorium Sunday after- of their
sister Miss Susan Lax, of
T. Harmon. Hazel; W. M. Henry,
noon, May 7; class night will be Hazel.
Murray; Miss Floy Henry. Murray;
Wednesday night. May 10; and
Mrs, Maggie -Burton was Friday
Starks Hall, Murray; George Linn,
commencement night Friday night.
afternoon caller of Mrs. Colic Sim-Almo; Mrs. Floyd Berry, Paris;
Mayfield, Ky.
The Death Angel visited one of May 12.
mons.
Tenn.; Mrs. Welton Dayis, May- our good
friends, "Aunt Sis" Mc"Aunt Sallie" Burton is spendfield
Clure, Friday. Funeral services
ing a few days with her daughter,
were held Saturday afternoon at
Mrs. Jesse Simmons, and Mrs. Era
Providence Metnodist Church,
Hutson of near Frog Creek.
Mrs. Reba Alexander has been
Mrs. Noah Maynard of Cedar
Mrs. Viola Hougues gild brother.
Knob was a few days' guest last, sick with colds and tonsilitis. re- John Ward, of Wybury, Tenn..
week of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gar- cently.
were Saturday visitors of Mr. and
ner of Buchanan.
Dennis Jackson is quite ill at Mrs. Conard Hutson and,.children,
If there are many more barn present.
Genella and Velda Mae, of 'near
raising around, there will be a.lot
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Alexande?: Blood River.
of sick folks, from the amount of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young and little
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Osbrcn and
food consumed at each.
daughter, Jo Ann, spent Sunday son.-Mrs. Mathis Mitchell and chilMrs. Elmus Mitchell of Macedonia with Census . Alexander and fam- dren of near Providence, were
was a Wednesday afternoon caller ily. Mr. and Mrs. Will Daugherty Sunday dinner guests. of Mr: and
of "Aunt Sis" McClure.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Wyatt and little Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and children
Callers of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve son, Billie, eeere afternoon guests_ and Miss Pat Weatherspoon. of
Lax and "Aunt Lue" Housden Sun- in the Alexander.shome.
day were "Aunt Sallie" Burton, of
Mr. and Mrs. Reg Byars and
this community, Mrs. Lindy Sim- daughter, Wanda Mae, visited her
mops, Mrs. Model Simmons and parents over the week encksand atson of Frog Creek, Mr. and Mrs. tended church services at Bethel.
Ace Simmons, -of Providence,' Mr.
Mrs. Rena Daugherty and Annieand Mrs. Willie Stubblefield, of Wyatt helped Mrs. Pearl Simmons
"One is bound to be gratified by
Green Plains, Eunice Housden of quilt, Saturday afternoon.
Hazel, Andrews-Horrsdels, -of New
Glendon Byars bought a young the enthusiasm of Southern women
Providence, and Miss Jane Hart mule last week from Bryon Staples for CARD1.11!" says one of the
of near Sew Providence.
of near Kirkaey. Mr. Byars bad a Touring Reporters now conduct'Mg a Query in Southern cities.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Garner, of erre horse to die recently.
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8-pound son, who has been named
Gerald.
Miss Nrnie Mae Simmons and
Miss Betty Jo Lax of Macedonia
were Friday callers of Miss Susan
Lax of Hazel. Miss Velma Lax
was a Saturday caller.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Hart and
children of Providence were .Sunday afternoon callers. ef Mr. and
Mrs. Prentice Hart, of near Macedonia.—Curley Top.

frcm Centralia, Ill.. spent last week have seen so far," she said, "1206
with her mother-in-law,. Mrs. An- —or 93 out of every 100--said it
definitely benefitted them!"
nie Young. and family.
Comus Alexander had a tooth ex- CARDLTS remarkable success in
tracted Saturday which had been helping weak, rundown women who
giving him much trouble,
Suffer from headache, depression,
Mr. and Mrs. Clendon spent fg eervoustess, and other symptoms
Sunday with her father, Butler of functional dysmenorrhea due
Cope, of Benton.
to malnutrittpn, is' explained by
Mr.. and Mrs. Homer Burkeen the way it promotes appetite and
spent Sunday .night wit. MT. and digeStion, and so builds physical
UI
Mrs. Everett Inman.—Boam Eyes. resistance. Try C A

• In Wolfe county, modern methods of tobacco production are being used by 100 cooperating farmers,
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...sooseausa
Ai,R. Linn is at his offices of Linn-Roberts Funeral Home, ready to serve the public as funeral
director and embalmer as heretofore, until ordered
otherwise by Judge Joe L. Price of the Marshall
Circuit Court.
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Principal Edd Falbeck today announced the names of students
making the honor roll for the last
six weeks at Murray High School.
They are by grades.
Ronald Churchill, Jr., Jerry Williams, Phillis Farmer, Ann Keys.
Billie Jean Thompson. and Joe
Blalock, third
grade;
Virginia
Catherine Rays, Mary Martha Outland, Jackie Miller, Billy Rudolph,
and Betty Ann Smith, fourth grade:
Berdie Ellen Colson, Jessie Mae
Rowland, James Smith, Buddy Valentine, Betty Jean Outland, and
Claire Doran, fifth grade; Mary
Rudolph, Oneda Outland, Suzanne
Miller. Freeda Mae Dunn, and
Reba Jo Cathey, sixth grade.
John Mack Carter, Minnie Lee
Churchill, Martha Sue Cunningham, Ed Fenton, Aleda Farmer,
Yvonne Miller, Jeanne Doran.
Sarah R. Rhodes, and Joe Ed
Starks, seventh grade; Fay Nell
Anderson, Bill Pogue, Katty Witty,
Marion Treon, Virginia Nell Wilford, and Bobby Garrison, eighth
grade; Joan Butterworth, Barbara
Diuguid, Frank Adams, Charlyn
Mansfield, and Claire
Fenton,
ninth grade; George Ed Jones,
tenth grade; Noble
McDougal,
Omeda McCallum, Ray 'Freon, and
Gordon Lynn, eleventh grade; and
Hugh MeElrath, Rachael Sammons
and Elizabeth Upchurch, twelfth.

a series of articles written by the
county agent's office on soil-building goals. The next will appear
in an early issue).
The Agricultural Conservation
program provided $93,873.80 in 1838
to build the soils of Calloway.
Six hundred and twenty faring
in the county did not use any of
the abeve amount; 1415 farms
used a part of allowance set
aside for their farm, and 1,000
earned their allowance or more.
The soil - building allowaneeunder provisions of the Agricultural Conservation program, is a
sum of money set.
aside by the
program under the provisions of
the bill which authonaes it and
is spoken of in terms of units of
practices per' farm.
Each unit
when fulfilled earns for the farm

$1.50. One inky earn a unit by
seeding 1.0 acre of iespecteza and
grass; or 1.0 acre of red clover on
grasses and legumes; by using 100
pounds of 47% phosphate or 240
pounds of 20% phosphate provided
it as used on grasses and clover
crops; by using a ton of lime, or
by building 200 feet of standard
terraces, etc.

Play At Buchanan .
To Be Saturday
A play entitled "Young and
Healthy", will be presented by the
sophomore class of Bechanan high
school Saturday evening, April 29,
at 8 o'clock in the high school auditorium. The public is cordially invited. The spcnser of the class
is Miss Mary E Cannon.

I

International Harvester i
IMPLEMENTS
Disc Harrows, Disc Cultivators, Two Row Corm
Drills in Both Disc and Runner With
Fertilizer Attachments

Macedonia:
I will close my letter with a
poem if the editor is willing.
wealth and

county earned $81,225.00 by carrying out 50,565 units and failed to
earn $32,448.90. Since the soil 'is
the basis of all agriculture, and
since Calloway is a rural community, the only Way, to improve
the living conditions and the annual income of the people living"
therein is to improve the soil conditions. This does not mean to
produce logger (Tops, but it means
to enable the farmer to grow the
same amount of grain, for instance
on approximately one-half the
acres now used, the other half to
be sowed to grass and clovers to
carry livestock which, after all, to
let them graze it off, is the cheap.
eat way to harvest our crops.

•

It la -a violation of Navy regulations to bring any kind of matches
on board a Naval vessel other than
sefety matches.

Many have

as'

McCormick-Deeritig Mowers and Rakes, Chattanooga Slat-Mold Plows With a Full Line of
Repairs. BPinley-Rastus Plows

yet are

_ poOr.
21tit what

-it Repairs For Out-Line- Of You Can Alwar 6
Implements, and That Means a Lot As We
Carry Them In stock -

of the world have 1?
I've a wealth of roses around my
door,
I'm rich and you wonder why.

OX BRAND FERTILIZERS

I've a patch of grass that's,velvet
green—
It is washed by the rain arid
dew.
I've a lot of birds that sing in my
trees,
And a rainbow garden, too.

Full Line of Lawn Mowers, Hose, and
Garden Tools
Cyclone Seed Sowers

Thoughmany have more-of the
world than I
•
I've more than I really need;
For some have nothing of trees, and
flowers,
While to me they are friends indeed.

Owensboro:and Weber Wagons
If It's In Hardware Or'Implements, You Can Get
It Here., Come In

SEXTON BROS.
HDW. CO.

To the world I come with' an
empty hand.
And thus I shall leave it too.
But think of- the things I have had
as mine,
Where my rainbow garden grew!
—Kentucky Bell
%

Murray, Ky.

Automobile Insurance Changes
4N-N. Effective April 24, 1939, there was an important change made in the Au'termobile Casualty Manual, which governs' the writing of Automobile Liability
Policies—that is, Bodily Injury and Property Damage Insurance.
Thbasic rates for Private Passenger automobiles owned by individuals, and
not by corpations or partnerships, shall be determined in the future as
lows:
Class A—Every i.Tte passenger automobile, the use of which is not required
by the duties o -tbe named insured or of any other person customary
operating the automobile, in his occupation, profession or business, except
in going to and from hi principal place of occupation, profession or
business. This class also includes all private passenger automobiles owned
by farmers or by clergymen.
RATE—Manual rate less 20%.
Class A-1--Any private passenger autñsqbile which qualifies for Class A,
provided an application is signed by the named insured indicatIng that:
(1) The automobile during the previous year was not operated over 7,500
dye months of the policy
miles and the estimated mileage for the
period is not over 7,500 miles, and
(2) There are not more than two operators of sue
the
named 'insured's household, none of whom is tuteieutnm
5 nyheialers ofn age.
RATE—Manual rate less 25`"..
Class B—All private passenger automobiles not eligible for olasseuilk or A-1,and not included in Class C.
RATE—Manual Rate.
•
This rating plan is applicable tis all new and renewal policies written to become effectiveOit a.„
or after April 24, 1939: and any palmy that Vi S written to become effective between March 1.
1939, and April 23, 1925, inclusive, may be endorsed or cancelled and rewritten to apply •this
rating plan to wish policy as of its inception date. However, no policy effective prior to March 1.
1939,.sball_be ei4ersed se_eireened_anst rewritten to take advantage of the application of this
new rating plan except at the request of the itisn-red and at the Fitsaniary" short rate ritarges. Who
policy of every insured of this office entitled to the advantages of this new rating plan us ill be

's

endorsed by us and any refund that might be due will be made by us immediately.
This advantageous new rating plan is in addition to the recent new ruling governing Drive
Other Private Passenger Automobiles coverage subject to certain conditions, which the Companies
represented by Ibis Agency have made retroactive on all policies issued prior to the date of the
publication. WITHOUT COST to you.
Also effective as of April 13. 1939, your "Automobile Theft ('overage" on policies issued by
this Agency on PRIVATE PASSENGER CARS excluding those used to carry pasestigers for compensation and Dealers, has been extended WITHOUT ADDMONAL CHARGE to cover LOSS OF
PSE—BY THEFT Rental Reimbursement) and the Companies represented by us state that they
will be dlsgpsed to pay total theft losses in the tuture within thirty 130) days rather than., on (be
customary sixty (60) day basis.

FRAZEE & MELUGIN
Insurance Agents
FIRE

LINN-ROBERTS FUNERAL HOME, Inc.
Bentopukentucay
Phone 25

broods O.5.
Blood-tasted. otartod chnito ono, two and

Corner N. 4th and Walnut
Phone 82

sthe 120ft -EA-KERR users we-

.-ekete-7-Venne—anet

- PA-GE I7VE

First Floor

CASUALTY
Telephone 331
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

BONDING
Gatlin Building

Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
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Buchanan News

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A. V. Havens. Minister
•
"Psychic Operation," will be the
sermon subject of A. V. Havens.
minister of the First . Christian
Church. at the morning 'worship
service, next Sunday. The service
will `begin at 10:45.
"Kept By the Power of God."
will be the subject of the sermon
at the Sunday tlight church service which will begin at 7:30.
`
The Sunday School, led by Supt.
11, L Wade, will meet at 9:30, Sunday morning.
The 'Christian Endeavor Societies
will meet at 6:30 Sunday evening.

East Side News

EX-STATE SENATOR
TO ASSIT CAMPAIGN
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Taylor and
Looks like spring is here at last
FOR KEEN JOHNSON
Jodie Clifton Brewer, son Of
children. of Hazel. visited Mr and
after some real cold weather.
Jim and Dave Brewer, was born
Mrs. Marvin Taylor'and family
Goeble Moody and daughter. JuaMiss Margaret Trevathan, mezzoFebruary 14. 1892, and died April
Sunday week and. Miss Vaida Tay,
nita. spent Saturday with Mrs
14, 1999, aged 47 years and 2 soprano, ac,companied by Miss June
lor accompanied them home for a
The Rev. Carroll Hubbard, pastor
Mary Carr of Model, Tenn.
months.
Dixon, and E. W. Ruhl, tuba, acfew days visit.- She also visited
of the Memorial Baptist church
Glad to know Mrs. Lula Moody
He was married to Birdie Wilk- companied by Miss Mary Elizabeth
her aunt, EuLa McClure, of Murhere. will leave Monday morning
is improving after a spell of sickins on December 24, 1911. Four Roberts, will present a recital from
ray. „
hassisr sad a fool are two of a school?
for Tampa, Fin, where he will beness.
children
came
to
bless this hc-me the Murray State ,College departMr_ and sirs. Henry Morris and
two weeks revival meeting
Quilting has been the order of
which was founded on truth and ment of fine arts in the auditorium gin a
children and Miss Noble Sue
AMU
In that city.
day.
the
This
neighborhood
has
love.
Nance were Sunday visitors of
tonight at 8:15.
With Mr. Hubbard in Florida will
30-looloicin0 became a
quilted 14 quilts.
Joe professed faith in Christ and
Mrs. C. T. NI:rois,
Compositions heard on the proMorris, and
slots. 1812.
Mrs.
Tense
Bee
Stom _and Mrs.
,he united with Goshen Melbudist gram will be from Bach and Bell. be the Rev. Roy O. Beaman, evanchildren.
.
MAY
gelist Baptist, who is well-known
Fannie Downs spent the afternoon
Church in early life.
- Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Giordani, Handel, Beethoven and
t-Tho first grain cutting
Tuesday with Mrs. Julia Moody.
Dieting his illness he talked with Bell. Saint-Sens. Wagner and Bell, here. \
diNce,
Mrs. Edd Holt and family were.
r
izc
ahuse was periontsd.
his family of his desire to be with Golterman
Alvin Downs is building a new
Mr. and Mrs. Cortez Newport and
and Bell, Debussy, RogIt pays to read our Classifieds
them, yet he thought the end was ers, Gustav
tractor and crusher shed. It will
daughter's. Mr. and Mrs. HardeKlemm, and Ferrata.
2-7ccnociodoesta
uchdaas
near and he was going to be with
be a nice building when completed.
man )3ucy and children and .Noah
0;00 In Oklahoroci. 19211
Catherine, the sweet little girl who
Mrs. Frank Miller visited her
Wheatley, and L. B. Hayes. •
"
Miss Allison Gains
was called home 23 years ago.
granddaughter, Mrs. Odie Redden.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas /tendon
a-Cohimbusdiscovered the
He was a kind, loving comEmployment With TVA
and Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hendon and
over the week-end.
island of Jamaica. 1491,
We certainly enjoyed, those pretpanion anfl father who will be
Offices Located Here
Mrs. Nina Crcaise is visiting her
claUl..Viaited_Mr...and Mrs. W. ty. days to 'be followed by another
4-TheAmoriecm Modally
sadly missed.
M. Wheatley Sunday.
sister, Mrs. Ida Downs, this week.
rain Tuesday. Seems the farmers
of Arts and Scion:as was
He
took
his
wife's two sisters in
Miss Margaret E. Allison, 1314
The Ledger St Times is authorMiss Carolyn flobinson and Miss and. gardners are egating awfully
Mrs. Fannie Downs is improving Aj4d.
founded. l7812
his home, doing the best he copld West Main street, has been ap- ized. to announce the following
Pattie Sue Calloway are visiting far behind, but guess it will all
A new radio was presented to her
candidates,
subject to the action of
for
them as they were orphans.
pointed to the position at junior
5-The Pants of the Wilder.
this week with Mr. and Mrs. De- turn out for the best after a while.
for her birthday.
me began. 1E64.
He is survived by a heart- stenographer with the land ac- the Democratic primary, Saturday,
rnoy Roberts of Puryear.
Former State Senator Charles G.
Mrs. Julia Moody spent the-afterQuava Nile. infant daughter of
broken companion, 3 children, quisition department of the Ten- August 5. 1939.
Elder Lloyd Spivie visited Mr. Mr. and Mrs.- -Perkins 'Aciams,
attorney noon Monday with Mrs. Lela
STATE SENATOR
r
is Franklin, Madisonville
Edward VII of'F-ng•
Mrs. Nelson Adair, Farmington, J. nessee Valley Authcirity here, it
and Mrs. ChAtaey Calloway Satur- seriously ill of bronchial pneu- and Second District Democratic Downs.
3rd Senatorial District
diod.191a
•oar
C., Murray, and John who resided was announced today Sy officials
day night and pteached at Beth- monia.
leader, today was named assistant •Mr. and Mrs. Homer Shaw have
KELSEY R. CUMMINS
with the parents; a son-in-law, Nel- of the department.
lehem Sunday.
Stanley Kirkland hasn't been manager of the Keen Johnson-for- moved to the Coleman Anderson
T. 0 TURNER
son Adair; daughter-in:law, Mrs.
Miss Allison, who began her
Mr. and MrS.'• Clifton Robinson feeling quiteso well the past week; Governor state campaign. L. Lyter place Glad
to have them in our
J. C. Brewer; two grandchildren, stenographic work with the govand daughter. Jane. visited Mr. Also Bert Bazzell is unimproved. Donaldson, state manager, an- neighborhood.
They recently reGene Thomas Adair and Glenn ernment organization Monday. is
and -Mrs Andrew Osbr-Ori and chil- ... Mr. and Mrs. James Stone and nounced.
turned from Colorado where they
Barnett Brewer; father and moth- the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R.
dren Sunday.
children. Pansy Fay. sWillis. Ray
have lived for some time. ”
er, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brewer of L. Allison.
Mrs. Molly McCuiston visited and Fairs Mae Sanders and Hazel
Don't
forget
the
sophomore
play,
Mrs. Louise .Geurin visited Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. End Holt and family Carter visiti:ci relatives at' Clinton
"Eyes of Love," to be given Satur- Mayfield. Route 1; five brothers.
Julia Moody one day this week.
Carl,'of' Paducah, Route 3. Clay of
It pays to read our ChissIlleds
Monday.
over the week-end.
day night, April 29, the junior play.
.
:
.Aunt Emmy.
Murray Route 6. Irve and Clyde
Mrs. M. W. Wheatley is very ill „Mr. and Mrs. Cle4lon Sanders
"Calm Yourself," to be given May
of
Murray,
and
Sam of Mayfield
at this writing. Her daughter, and Sheba spent „Saturday night
Chiropracuc: Inc serence that
All the sick -in this neighborhood
8, and the senior play, "Cheerio
Route 1; one sister, .Linnie, also
Mrs. Thomas Hendon, is spending with Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Young- are better.
makes people well and
My Deario," to be given during
Highest Market Prices Paid
of Mayfield Route 1; and numers.
a few days with her.
blood and,family.
Sorry that Mrs. Jeff Massey is
.
the last week of school.
happy.
ous relatives and friends.
Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
For
Visitors of Mrs. Nellie Robinson
Mrs. 'Vera Camp of Detroit is back in the hospital again.'
The honor roll. for the past six
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
All was done, that loved ones
last week Were her daughter. Mrs. visiting her sons. Wasiel_ and
Visitors in' this community last Almon Cunningham were Mr. and week is as follows:
Chiropractor
We Sell All Kinds of Feed
knew, for him but God called him
A. B. Calloway, and daughter. Pat- Ruble_ and tfieir families, and week were
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mrs. Ray Lassiter, Mr and rMs. - Freshmen: Annie Dean Myers, home.
909 West Main
Murray
tie Sue. Mrs. C. T. Morris and other relatives for some time.
Phone 441-13th and W. Main
Thompson, George Laycock and Stakley Stewart, and Mr. and Mrs. Marcile Ailey, Francis Miller.
..Funeral services were held at Murray:Mon.. Wed., & Fri. P. IL
granddaughters., Bobby and CarAn infant son of the Rev. .and Mrs. Lotty Laycock. all old
Sophomores: Doris Ezell.
neigh- William Kimbro. Benton: Tues.. Thurs. & gat
Goshen Saturday afternoon at 2:30
leen.. Mrs. • Noble Wilson. Eliza- Mrs. Charley Arnett of Henderson.
bors here. They live northwest of
Juniors: Willa Dean Pace, Willa by the Rev. S. C. Evans and the
Misses Eva Mae and Merle Kimbeth Holt, and Valda Taylor.
Tenn., died and was buried at Murray now.
bro were week-end guests of Mr. Mae Hargis, Ncifa Mae Coleman. body was laid to rest in the church
Miss Rubene - Taylor visited from Antioch Sunday.
Charley and
"Uncle Josh" and "Aunt Mat" and Mrs. Edmond Kimbr of Mur- Martha Perdue, Francis Fuqua, cemetery.
Saturday to Monday with her par- Ruby. you have our deepest symCunningham were able to walk to ray.
Meredith Story, L. C. Miller.
,pallbearers were Bob'Galloway.
ems. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Taylor pathy.
the postoffice at J N_ Reed's last
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby. Seniors: Sue Marine, Nannie Bur- Herman Cloys, Hal Hurt, John
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kirkland
Mr. and Mrs. Ballard Robinson visited Miss Alice GGrant Sunday week. Glad to see them so strong were week-end guests of Mr. and keen, Richard Mills, .Aliese James, Palmer. Ray Johnson. and Tolbert
Carr. Flower girls were nieces.
Robert Carlton, Joe oJnes.
visited the tatter's parents Mr. and Miss Grant returned home at their age.
Mrs. Henry Willoughby.
Mrs. Hal Smith, Mrs. Harvey Story,
Mr. and Mrs. Orey King attended
-end Mrs. Land Farley aid chil- with them fo ra few days' visit.
Mr and Mrs_ Ike Burton have
Misses Berlene and Nell Brewer,
dren Sond.y..or
Mrs. Bobbie - - Adams, who has Lord's Day ;worship at Pleasant moved to Arkansas to make their
Mrs, Truman Smith and -.Veva
Bob Morris traded for .a nice been visiting relatives in Tennes- Valley Sunday. They live in Mem- home.
Deason.
pair of young mules Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Boss Lacox and
see this winter, returned home re- phis where Mr. King is in barber
Little., BumWilson.. is...-spending cently she repOrted a nice time. college. _
Robert spent Sunday with Mr. and
There was a large' crowd at the Mrs. Charlie Kimbro and EuaL
the week with his sister, Wm. Tay, Mr and Mrs. Lon Tinsley and
Pine Bluff's baseball team will
lor Atkins, and Mr. Atkins and family of near Lynn Grove visited Bluff Sunday to welsh the ball
Mr. and Mrs. Cuftis Guerin abd open its season Sunday when they
sons of Puryear.
clubs
work out. The boys handled family were Sunday guests of
.homefolits here Sunday.
Mr. will meet the fast Standing Rock
Mrs.'Pearl Sri:fent:rine and Mrs.
Mr.- and Mrs. Earl Lamb and the apple fine for the first time and Mrs.'Charlie Stewart.
nine on. the Tennesseans' soil, acCoVetti Calloway were Saturday family and sisters. Misses Alta. of practice.
Misses Izetta and Munk Knight cording to Manager Otis Eldirdge
Otis Eldridge and family took and Orlena Guerin spent
Hattie and Carlene. of near BackFriday this morning.
As the graduation season apusburg have moved to the farm dinner with Claud Steele family night with Miss Tellie Eldridge.
The trip will be made around by
proaches high
schdol students
of the late Will Howard.
after attending church at Hickory
Mr. and Mrs. Ora King and the Scott-Fitzhugh bridge. A large were advised today to obtlin SoMr and Mrs. Simon Bassett, of Grove last Sunday.
daughter. Lyndia Dell, are home truck will transport • players and cial Security account numbers beIifiYfield. have moved to Cold- -j Hob" Johnson was at on
a visit from Memphis. Calloway fans. The truck will leave the fore seeking employment.
water.
,
Bluff at 1 o'clock sharp and will
the Bluff with his new boy Sun- friends were glad to have
thaan
This recommendation was made
Many important facts
Early - Youngblood lout a fine day. He says .he will make a ball
pick up passengers on the way.
back.
by R. A. Tweedy, manager of the
about funeral direction
milk cow recently.
.
Mr.
Eldridge
said.
'layer in the bye and bye.
Mn, Preston Boyd, who underSocial Security board field .
..office
are entirely overlooked
Will see you Attain' ini% May 1939.
Lynn Ferg,erson and -family visi- went an operation last Saturday
in Paducal.
until the time of need
ted - Jr- A. Steele Last Sunday.
"Many easoloyers now insist that
Isn't showing inuch improvement.
arises. so we invite you
Lassiter Hilrs tractor passed go- Her many friends wish her
new workers show their social sea speedy
to drop In and let as
ing 20 miles per hour headed for recovery.
THANES
curity numbers 'before taking up
give you a courteout
for Blood River Island, so coy'
employment." Mr. Tweedy said.
.
Mr and Mrs. Earl. Knight, and
and intelligent presenWe Wish to than kour many will be cheap next year.
daughter. Sylvia Jean. were Skintation of the facts befriends and neighbors for their
-Old drip.
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley
W. J. Gibton, College Librarian,
fore a harried decision
WASHINGTON. April 20.-Col.
kindness during the illness and
Phillips.
must be made.
Charles A. Lindbergh. the world's will deliver the commeneement addeath of our dear husband and
Misses Eva and Neva Ferguson
A friendly. impersonmost famous flier, was called to dress at Palmersville, Tenn., tofather. John 0. Haneline. We also
were Sunday guests of Miss Robbie
al discussion of the
the colors today in a dramatic morrow night. Palmersville is Mrs.
thank Dr. Stark. Mr. Churchill, Mr.
Steele,
services you may some
move to insure that the United Gibson's original home.
and Mrs. C. W._ Adams and Bro.
The Pine Bluff ball team will play States
day be called upon to
Evans
May God's richest blessArmy shall have world leadStanding Rock this Sunday at the ership
Thirty-six Boone county orchard
engage will reward you
ings be with you ail.-'Mrs. John
in the deVelopment of warBluff. Everybody go to Pine Bluff
growers atteiaded a special meetHaneline and chilaren.
with a new feeling of
,
- ---Wheat grown-oft-Tarred with non- and' se' the- beys pTay their first planes.
confidence,
A few days after expert wit- ing to discuss- large fruit problems.
commercial wheat allotments under game. Here's wishing the Pine Bluff
nesses
had told congressional comClassifieds
our
pays
read
It
to
Sincerely,
the Agricultural Adjustment pro- boys and their manager. Otis Elgram for 1939 is not considered dridge. all the-good luck they might mittes that Germany was building EMEMMOMMiel
better planes than the 'United
The
what until harvest, according to have.
States, the suprise announcement
We Pay Highest Market.
afternoon visitors of Mrs. Neva haformatiort.received in the .county
J. H. Churchill
-Rambler was issued by Secretary
Woodring
Calloway.
Prkea For
office Wednesday by County Agent
Funeral Home
that Lindbergh. an air corps reCongratulations to Mr. and Mrs.. J. T. Cochran.
EGGS,
POULTRY,
Telephone 7
Purebred
mammoth
licks from serve officer, had gone on active
Dorsey Rober•,
. of Puryear who
The report said farmers with ex- the western
and CREAM
Murray. Ky.
part of Kentucky duty and would make a survey of
were united .. -..arriacte last week. cess wheat may harvest
their al- were -brought into Magoffin counAmerican aviation research facililotted acres, and then pasture or ty
ties for the Army Air Corps.
hog-off-the remainder without in
Lindbergh reported today at the
any Way interfering wit! the farm
office of the chief of the Air Corps,
participating in' the program. Maj. Gen, Henry Arnold. He then
-. This, it was understood, does not
departed on an inspection trip of
apply to the 17 commercial wheat
„East Maple (DepetYlk.
research centers. Later he will make
Free Delivery
farms in the county," which have
Phone 214
a
confidential
report
to
Arnold.
already been. measured and notified of their excess. if any.'
'-•
FINEST FOODS AT BEST PRICES
12—Phones-9109
COMPLETE MEAT MARKET
shisr, 10 tbs. Pure Cane
48e
4
FLOUR. 24 lb. bag. guaranteed...48co.4ns.
CRACKERS. 2 lb. box _
12e
PEANUT BUTTER, qt.
21e
NAPKINS, 120 count
lie
VANILLA WAFERS, 2 As.
2.5e
This office represents sound stock insurance companies, qualified to render
prompt and efficient
COFFEE. Canova, lb
25e
service—both INSURANCE AND BONVING—wherever you may be motoring in any
State in this Union
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls
15c
or Canada.
Ginger Ale or Lime Rickey, qt. 10e
The Companies_wel represent will permit us to discount basic rates
'IRA, 1-4 lb: and glass
for Bodily Injury and Property
15e
24—Phones--25
Damage Liability_protection on private cars2!4 Size can Peaches in Heavy
Seedless Grapefruit. 2 for ___ Sc
Syrup
15e
Large, 3 for
lee
r
FIG BARS;-Th.
_ 100
Garth's Texas -Grapefruit Juice,
T.N.T. SOAP, 7 largr-bitrs
1-2 gallon can.
18c
- Dr. Phillip's, 12' on. east
Sc BROOMS. good quality
year
No. 2 can
10c NEW CABBAGE, lb
mire CbTdrefr
-Tibtewsrr- Pree------ Chocolate and Orange Slits
aniLsuits_(or clamages will be covered resulting from ()lir Nainecl InsitICSLunder.a.private
Candy, lb.
With, White Ring Flour Made
car
liability policy—or his Tbr -Ker) wife (or husbandl—driying a borrowed or occasionally
By onsets Mills. 24 lbs. _ _ 75c EVAPORATED APPLES. lb. „. 12c
hired car of the
-•private
type.
regardless
This,
of
date
of
policy in force and WITHOUT ADDED COST.
24 lbs. Mountain Rose Flour __ 50c Country Style Dried Apples, lb. 10e
43 'lin-Aria Grove
1125
Under
covering
all
policies
theft
of
a private automobile, we will pay the necessary
A rues Cup and Saucer or Plate
MEAT DEPARTMENT
substitute car for 30 days while endeavor is being made to recover the stolen one we Oost'of hiring a
Free with .Peerless Coffee, lb. 22e'
'insured. This, reSAUSAGE. Pure Pork, 2 lbs.
gardless of date of policy in force and WITHOUT ADDED COST:
or with Famout,Soinny Brook
•
BOLOGNA, 2 lbs.
Coffe,. lb. _
25c
we represent
1-4 lb. Peabody Tea
lie PORK STEAK, 2 lbs.
With Glass
15e CHEESE. lb.
Sweetheart Toilet Soap,- 3 for 17e LIVER, lb.
2ts lb. bucket Rex Jelly
The Extended Protection is in full force and effect under all policies covering in'this
23c BRAINS, lb.
ratingTerrItar,
Bee-Sweet Syrup, 5 lbs.
issued by thiii office.
40c D.8. BL'TTS, lb.
I
II lbs.
„
lie SUGAR Cent* Strrrs, lb. _
50 lb.' can pure Lard
r
13.90 OLEO. lb
8 lbs bulk Lard
65c MUTTON, lb.
100 lbs. Cobbler Potatoes --. 11.70
VEAL CHOPS, 2 lb*
Port Chaps. lb.
23c
Fine Banquet Beef, Dressed Fryers, Fancy Cheese,
Kansas City Steak, lb.
215c
Dressed grins and Fryers
Messed Fryers. lb.
Cold Meats, Pork, Spring Lamb
32e
Bring
Us Your Eggs-,-HighVele Steak, lb.
30e
est Prices Always Paid
Telephone 81
PHONE 37
PROMPT DELIVERY
Purdotti Building ,
..- WANT TO BUY LARGE
Murray, Kentucky
ARBAGE „PLANTS*
oe •

pob

Jodie Clifton Brewer College Students
Memorial Pastor
To Conduct Meet
Recital
To Give
In Florida Town

—Coldwater News

Political
Announcements

11-l=

Kirksey High School
News

CIEMEICIEICEIEDDECI

BOGGESS

Pine Bluff News,

PRODUCE

Around About News

a

•

112CIMOICJOIEMINIENIM

Witt

Pine Bluff Nine to
Open Play Sunday

Tweedy Advises
Graduates Obtain
Security Numbers

LIVER,lb.lOc
BRAINS, lb.
lbc
RIB ROAST,lb.
1k
MUTTON, lb.
10c-15c
LARD,lb.
9c
SALT BUTTS, lb.
8c
CHUCK ROAST,lb.
. . ...
15c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.':
25c
HAMBURGER
. 1 .c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
/2c•
2 lbs. OLEO
23c
GOOD SLICED BACON
23c
DRESSED HENS, lb. .
27c
2 lbs. ARMOUR'S,FrAR BACON 55c

Important
Facts...

Lindbergl to Aid
'U.S. In Building
of Air Armada

CARD or

4

LOST LESS NOW

Harvested Wheat
Alone is Counted
on AAA Program

Highest Marke4rices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides Scrap Iron
and Rags

TOLLEY C

Murray Food
Market

FOOD MARKET

Grape Juice, qt. Topmost
"-* 33c
Grapefruit Juice, Topmost, No. 2
can, 3 for
25c
Boston Brown Bread with raisins . . 19c
Tomato Juice, 24 oz., Scott County .
-Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag . 59c
Corn Flakes, Kellogg's, 2 for
15c
That Good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Bacon; Fields Primrose, Fine
22c'
Quality, itt;
Matches,. carton
_
Soda, Arm & Hammer,3 for . . .: 10c
Soap, Oxydol, large size
18c
Deerwood Toilet Soap, 4 bars and
bottle perfume
19c
2Octagon Toilet Soap, 1 Granulated
Powder, 20c value
14c
Large Ivory'Soap
15C
Chlorax, Pt. 13c; Qt.
23c -I.
Wash Boards, good quality
33c

Not Everybody in
calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

hroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET

Automobile Insurance Rate Reduction
and Extension of Protection!

Swami's Grocery

ac

1.•

MURRAY
_PRODUCE CO summumwinnes

20%—On'cars not required in Insured's occupation.
25%---On cars not required in insured's occupation or driven more than 7,500
miles per
or operated by more than two members of Insured's household,

Companies
permit us to pay RETURN PREMIUMS'TO CONFORM WITH ABOVE CONDITIONS on all policies dated since MARCH FIRST.

BERRY INSURANCE AGENCY

•
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On. the Murray-Hazel road, just
.0 short distance beyond the dormitory for the once-flourishing industrial school of the Seventh Day
Adventists, lives the family of Oakley Harmon, a farmer.
Harmon has a family of nine, including himself and his wife. They
are renters, living on route 3,, Hazel. Their residence is a 4-room
frame structure on the highway,
and they have a garden and chickens. Their children attend the public school at Hazel. The general
atmosphere of the Harmon house-—
hold is one of prosperity.

Just this: Back In 1935, the financial standing of Oakley Harmon
was $500 less than nothing. Today,
he has prosperity and capital evaluated at, $1,100 more than his debts.

V. Main

PORE

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEER

How did he do it? This is his
story.
Harmon has been married twice.
His present wife is Mrs. Lena
Barnes Harmon. A son, . Sandy
Outland
Harmon, is
married.
Children at home are Sybil,
Doris, Delta Rue, William Alfred.
and Gerald Thorriai, graduating
downward from the oldest.
Sickness in his family, hospital
expenks, and doctor's fees ate into the savings of Harmon. His first
wire died. After he had remarried,
the present Mrs. Harmon underwent an operationetor appendicitis,
until 'What with one thing and another Harmon found himself in
1935 without anything to work with,
with rea money, and $500 in debt.
About that time, he heard of the
Farm Security Administration, a
Government agency designed to
lend money to farmers who would
agree to do better by themselves,
and after investigation Harmon de-

in

Feet grow

BUSTER BROWN SHOES

3

H e's why careful
mothers choose these
shoes fo'r. boys and girls

10c
ibc
1it

/10

15c
9c
/
1 2c
15c

Room for toes to wiggle and
grow straight and strong.
Plenty of firm support here.•
Graded heel height, from
no heel for tots, to higher as
they grow.
CerntellY designed to help
keep toes pointing straight
ahead as nature intended.

15e
it/2c.
a3c
23c
a7c
55c

One of the lasts on which
Buster Brown Shoes are
made. Shoes and patterns
from this last are carefully
tested on children before
you buy.
BUSTER BROWN SHOES

for

FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

1.98 to 4.00

Adams Brownbilt Shoe Store
West Side Court Square

214

I
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Director Carlisle CutchMrs. Dunn Is New I in Athletic
announced today that Murray
College would play Vander- Certifying Agent State
bilt University. of Nashville, Tenn.,
Mrs. Herbert Dunn, a former ste_ in a basketball game at Murray
dent of Murray Stete College, has. January 6 of next season.
Coach Cutchin indicated that
been appointed certifying agent for
Calloway county and the city,, of should his present plans continue
Merray, it was aneounced Satur- .along favorable channels, that the
sissy by officials of the City and Kentucky Thoroughbreds would
I enjoy
the toughest
basketball
County.
Miss Amelia Aboud, Louisville, is1 schedule they have ever had. He
the new social worker for Cello- is -trying to arrange games with
way and Marshall counties, and will teams in the Missouri IntercollegiColwork in conjunction ' with Mrs ate COnfegence, in the Indiana
league, the
SIAA, the
• legiate
Arkansas AAU league, and possibly one . or two intersectional
games to be announced later.
Already scheduled are Western,
Morehead, Arkansas State Teachers, of Conway, Delta State. SouthOftentimes in rainy or damp east Missouri Teachers, of Cape
cloudy weather, tobaccO plant beds Girardeau, Middle Tennessee, and
become affected- with blue mold, Tennessee Tech.
a fungus .growth which seriously
There are eight leiierinen hack
injures' the plants:The disease- is fdt -next season, and material from
-a successful frosh team is no
More or less new le this section.
Farmers were requested today by available fpi- varsity competition.
County- Agent J. T. Cochrna to Among those certain to set .serexamine their plantbeds, and if vice next season are Captain Bill
and All-SIAA
anything, resembling tile disease is Carneal, All-KIAC
forward; Leslie McKeel, Walter
located to report it to the . county
Murray, Jimmy
Mitchell,, .Ned
Washer, Walter Wilson, Novis
t,
fo
terlyb
reolids tnhoale
e
rtntitna
,lutehern
Copeland, Lon. Wright, Ermine
cn
office.m°
tr a
Tnft
ao
n Vincent. Jack - Haines, Champ
be guaranteed 100 per cent effect- pietieng. Durward CIAO. Herschall
ive. Fumigation and spraying are Fair. -COO Foster, Harold
the two methods of treatment which - Roger Fuller. Vic Fu.-cillo, Charles
have given fair success. Either Cid,k, and Bub Lawten.
benzol or paradichloroitibnzine are
used in fumigation.
It pays to- read our Classifieds

Blue Alold May
Damage Plants

a.

Plan Service
Murray Lumber Company offers anyone interested in
building or remodeling. a
complete set of 'Ia.ns for 1939
model hoMes..See them today:

CityL Children to -Present- Operetta

Revival-Meeting-tote Held at Lynnville

rSA sup-

Union City Trims .
Tigers in Football
Practice Tilt 24-0

Many Ttsel5mines county farmers
have culled their pOtilfry frocits
Union City's powerful football rigidly.
team walloped an aspiring Museay
team here Friday in a spring practke session 24-0.
The Tigers were at a loss as to
how to conduct themselves against
more- tact:seri-en-red
squad of Tennesseans.

DUTCH'S SHOE SHOP
Now...in-Baseirnent-of
Elmtts Beale Hotel

The -heavier,

Jonas and Bill Brewer, 4-H club BEST EQUIPPED SHOE SHOP
members, have founded the first In Murray to give you Barge Vulpurebred dairy herd in Perry ca-Soling. It's the Modern ReSoling Method — No Nails, No
county.
Stitches, No Sign of Repair.
BRING YOUR WORN SHOES
ervisor in this area, feel like they've To Us, Then You'll Agree Too,
found an A-number 1 farmer in That Shoe Repair Methods Have
Mr. Harmon.
Changed..

and approved by 750 practical housewives ... homemakers just like you..
.
We're proud to-join. Frigidaire in presenting this
startling new Frigidaire Electric Range to the women of
our community. We're enthusiastic about it because our
own customers..,women who know what a range
should b... have approved it so wholeheartedly.
Come in. Let us demonstrate this remarkable

e--of the-trterflTarli=ifF617-117ar ,was formerly associated with
home building. All you' need do is walk into the Murray Lumber Company and
tell us of your plans and ideas—and v% ell do the rest. Sounds simple, doesn't
it? And it is! We handle the entire job . . . give you a complete homt . . .
and guarantee to do it at the lowest possible price. And financing? That's
easy, too. We are glad to assist you in getting an F.H.A. loan.

•
Phone 262 for an Appointment to Discuss
Plans to Make Your "Home Dreams"
a Reality
a,•

DEPOT STREET GARAGE

range ... designed for women by women. Let us
show you its astonishing record of low cost opera-

Builders of Quality Homes
For Over 25 Years

All Kin& of Repairing and -Used Cars

fitosa4-b-s4 Illsetreted
A tvule choice of models to
fie every sad

HERMAN JONES, Prop.

Johnson - Fain Appliance Co.

•

Lecture' on Biblical Prophecy to
Be Given Sunday Night
&Schoolhouse

Science Academy
To Meet in City.

•Nci 1:00iliati could Inspect this range without knowing
immediately that a woman had her hand in its design.
It's a woman's ran/e...made for a woman's job. Designed

South Side Court Square

...1•1M1•11,

1

Designed by 7550 Women to Unite ALL the
Advantages of Modern Electric Cooking

tion. And let us tell iou'llow easy it is to enjoy
modern electric cooking for only a few cents a day!

$2.00

Volume CVII; No. 17

"001- Day as Seen by the Prophcided to take out a loan. He gave
ets of the Bible" is the subject to
as security what tools and farming •
Five prisoners, Convicted during
be presented by Elder S. A. Rusimplements he had and a'few head
the present session of -circuit court,
kjer of the Masoh hospital at the
of livestock, and agreed to follow
were taken to Eddyville to serve
Hazel high school auditorium at
a farming plan outlined by the FSA.
terms in the State penitentiary Sat7:30 Sunday evening.
G. C. Dyer, now located at Mayurday. Sheriff Ira Fox escorted the
A large audience that' eard Mr.
field, was supervisor of the FSA
group, who were convicted on
Ruskjer lecture at Hazel recently
for this area. Mrs. Harmon agreed
charges Of habitual .criminality.
suggested a continuance of the
to let Mrs. Mary Browder, horpe
housebreaking, and other criminal
studies on modern .day developsupervisor for the FSA, to offer
offenses..
ments in the light of the prophecies
suggestions about the care of her
Ralph Lassiter, who had been
*
of the Rible.
garden, canning, etc.
sentenced to a year in the peniIn the lecture Sunday. nlrkat, Mre
Harmon borrowed $150 the first tentiary on a charge of receiving
Ruskjer will discuss what the Bible
year. He made good crops, paid stolen property, was given a sus,prophets foretold concerning modthe money back, and took out a pension of his sentence pending a
ern' inventions, speedy travel by
similar loan the following year, decision of the court of
appeals
stream-lined * trains, automobiles.
moving to his present location.
- to which he has appealed his case.
airplanes, etc., -and he will .discuss
Following plans 'prescribed by lie executed bond of $1,000.
the conditions in ,the pdlitical, soFSA, the Harmon.s., cooperating in
Joe Blue, Alias James Peirson,
cial, financial and religious world
the home and the field, were able sentenced to two years in the pen,
GAYLON LAMB
as described by the prophets. The
to work out a yearly program was given a probated sentence on
Prof. Gaylop Lamb. a native of singing of gospel songs beautifully
whereby they could both make and the grounds that his act was his
-Calloway county and at present illustrated in- coitus on the stereosave money from their crops, in first criminal offense.
Taken to the Eddyville institu- principal of the Fourth District pticon screen will be a feature,
addition to paytng back the yearly
The Hospital Ladles' Quartette will
debt. This year. Harmon borrowed.tion by Sheriff Fox were Willie School, one of the largest ward
sing two selections. The Holy City
$180, his largest loan of any one •Goosby, to serve for life; Paul Hill, schools in C.ovingtOn, .was elected
one year; W. B. Perry, two years; head adviSer of the Kentucky-In- illustrated on the Sereen by a
year.
iana Jurisdiction of the Wood- dozen colored slides will be sung
He had a tobacco quota of 3.6 Euin Spraggs, ...sentenced to two
en of the World in a meeting at as a solo by Miss Helen Dough's
acres, and this year he sold his years each on two offenses; and
exington Thursday, it was an
crop for more than $600, averaging Crate Gardner, to begin a two
siounced here today.
nearly 17 cents a pouritl. He has year sentence. Gardner and Goosby
Alaska's Flag was adopted May,
Reared in the northern part of
realized more than $600. for his are both colored.
Calloway county, Professor Lamb 1927. and was designed by a 13tobacco crop every year since he
was graduatel from Murray State year old boy. The sum ,of $1,0000
has been under FSA sponsorship.
College. He is president of the was appropriated by the Alaskan
In addition, the Harmon, grow
Northern High School Principals' Legislature to send the young -dewheat for their own flour and put
Association of Kentucky and his signer to Washington to present
up a great deal of canned goods.
interest in athletics and his abil- the flag tie the United States-TheLast fall, Mrs. Harmon put up
ity as a basketball referee 'gave golden stars represent the Great
300 quarts of vegetables. 200 Murray College To Be Host To
him the distinction of being voted Bear, emblazoned on a blue field.
quarts of fruit, 20 bushels of Irish
Delegates Next Week
one of the best referees in the
potatoes, 10 bushels of sweet poFor Two Days
State.
tatoes. 20 gallons of kraut. 50
- as-onIre-addition-to hispounds of dried 'beam and peas,
The Kentucky Academy of Sci- educator, Mr. Lamb has been an
10 pounds of other dried vegetables, ence will hold its annual meeting active Fraternalist, having organand 10 gallons of molasses.
on the Murray State College cam- ized several campt of WOW in the
Mr. Harmon meariSTO- buTiaiiiin ops Friday and Saturday, April northern and eastern sections of
of his own before long. 'T attri- 28-29 it was announced here today the State.'
bute much of the succest I have py Dr. Charles Hire, member of
C. R. Clark. Hopkinsville, was
made to the support given me and the
d n academy and one-time presi- elected head consul of Kentucky.
the confidence shown in me by
Many delegates from Murray and
the Farm Security Administration,"
The opening address will be made Calloway county attended the conhe told a Ledger & Times reportef by the president of the academy, vention. Joe'T,T...Oarett, -State Comthis week.
Allen, head of, the de- mander Of the American Legion,
Dr. W.
"The system I used." he declared, partment of zoology at the Uni- addressed'. the. meeting. and Dr.
"has proved highly satisfactory. My versity of Kentucky.' Officers for Rainey T. Wells brought back to
practice is to cultivate my land the coming year will be elected. Calloway as his guests three memin tobaCcO 'or corn for two years A number of scientific papers per- bers of the 'board of directors of
and then' seed it. down. I try al- taining to Various branches of sci- the Woodmen of the World, W. C.
ways to fertilize my tobacco crop. ence will be preSented in sectional Braden, Omaha. Neb.; Herbert R.
Kennedy, Atlanta, Ga.; and SterlThere's a lot in the land tobacco meetings.
Angeles, Calif.
is grown on, just as there's a whole
General officers of the academy ing C. Holston, Los
lot in proper curing."
for 1938-39 are: W. R. Allen, presiHarmon keeps a record of every- dent; James L. Leggett, vice-presithing he does, his expenses, and dent; L. Y. Lancaster, past presihis receipts. Ire knows just where dent A R. Middleton, Rep. on
he stands at all times.
A.A.A.A.S.; Anna A. Schnieb, coon:
The Farm Security Administra- cillor to Kentucky Junior Academy; --An Operetta, "The- Wedding- tit.
be presented by
tit% considers Mr. and Mrs. Har- William J. Moore. treasurer; and the Flowers". will
the smaller students of the Mut-,
mon among its best customers— Alfred Brauer, secretary.
ray City school in the high school
just as they consider the FSA one
The Kentiec,ky Academy of Sci- auditorium tonight at 7:a0, it was
of their best friends.
• ence is composed of the following
announced this morning.
"I couldn't find credit anywhere divisions and their chairman: divThe operetta, a beautifully arin 1935," said Harmon, "when I ision of biology, John B. leoefer.
ranged spectacle of music and alturned to the FSA 4t'-.proved one Berea College, Berea. Ky.; division luring settings, has been prepared
of the best friends I could have of chemistry. V. F,'Payne, Transyl- diligently and .skillfully, with an
found. I'll never forget it and what vania College, Lexington, Ky.; ge- eye to harmony and grace.
it's done for my family." •
ology and geography. D. J. Jones,
This year, Mrs. Browder and state geologist, University of KenHoover Howard, assistant
tucky- Lexington. Math. Assoc.-,
Am., Kentucky Wesleyan, Winchester, Ky.;- physics, Dr. 0. T.
Jopius, Lexington, Ky.; Louisville
A revival rneetirrg will begin at
Astronomical Society, Mary Ebel% the Lynnville school- in Graves
hard g secretary), Louisville, Ky. , county litonday night, May 1, the
The faculty of Murray State Col- Rev. D. W. Billington. who will
lege will give a picnic at the "An- conduct it. said today. Billington
cient Buried City" at Wickliffe, Kg.. is pasttr of the Scotts Grove BapSaturday, Apfli
itredhitiffetlon isist-Caturoneei.lane youtair..., Song
Benwith The field trip of the Kentucky services will be in charge of
song director of the
Academy of Science to the "Ancient nie Spann,
Scotts Grove Church.
Buried City" on the same date.
The meeting will, be carried on
for a week or 10 days with all
services btgirining at 7:30 each
night.

COMB/NE;LOW C2'S1 /1/671 SPEED SURE RESUITS

C4 •

$1.qn

Md.S. A. Ruskjer Murray to Play Vanderbilt
To Speak at Hazel in Basketball On. January 6

Elected to High
Office With WOW

Sentence
Probated;
Five ethers Are Taken
to Eddyville Pen

New Frigidaire Electric Range
-

a year in cafioway
" Marshal', Graves, Henry and Steuart Counties.
a year elsewhere
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 27, 1939

-iLassiter Takes
Family of Oakley Harmon on Hazel
Case to Circuit
Road Has Progressed Fart On FSA
Court of Appeals
Loans Since 1935, Interview Reveals Blue

What, then, is there unusual about
this family, representative as it
is of a normal,. average American
household?
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Parent. Teacher
Association Prayer

•
MIL

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Stella Gossip

MURRAY (KY.) STATE BEAUTIES

Consolidation -of The Murray Letigir ,The Calflowai Thies, and The
BoUdy .Juseplo Ryan of Murray
Times-Herald. Octbnier 20, 1928
"O. Jehovah. make me a better
visited E. 0.. Forrest Tuesday night.
parent. Teach me to understand
Published by The Calloway Publjshing COmpany, Inc.
18. with a pack of- 10 fox
April
North Fourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
my children, to listen patiently to
hounds. - They went on a fa-Sc chase
what they have to say and answer
Where
Stella
of
northwest
sus;
Publishers
S.Neal
John
and
It. R. eloan
all their questions kindly. Keep
Editor and Advertising Manager they struck a trail which led Own
John S. Neal.
me from interrupting them, talking
into the. tulle and swamp near the
Entered at the Postoffice. Murray:Kentucky. as second Clasnmail Matter.
back to them and contradicting
old Asberry cemetery. The chase
them. Make me as courteous to
_continued all night and untie the
them as I would have them be to
net day at 10:30. a. m. Fifty &l11)1EMBEkt
"me:- Give me the courage to coniars will be paid to the (any
fess rny sins against my children body's' tux hound that can run
ACTIVE
and to ask of them forgiveness,t
web ,"Whitefoot" half time! Are
4ZEZ=L
when I know that I have dune
tIJi1icKY PRES
listening'
you
them wrung.
Was in Murray Saturday. Had*
ASSOCIATION
on my overshoes and soforth Win•14411111P 141111411.
"May I not vainly hurt the feelings
ter "broke.-- at noon sharp. then
—
-of-my children. Forbid that I
burnt meek dab up!
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry and as it were. I
should laugh at their mistakes or
Jruse Hale and family were at
Stewart Counties. Tenreell 00 a year: Kentucky. SI 50: Elsewhere 52,00.
reiort to shame add ridicule as
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
- Almo Friday
punishment. Let me not tempt
furnished upon application
Mrs.
night_
nays child to lie and steal. So guide
Travis
Mandy
me hour by hour that I may demhome
came
s Birthday
'
Shakespeare
onstrate by all I say and do that
- with them and
honesty produces happiness.
over
remained
-To thine own self be true.
the week-end.
.
"Reduce. I pray, the meanness in
And it must follow as the night tile day
Henry Anme. May I cease to nag. and
man."
any
Thou eaest not friers-be-false-to•
drews of Murwhen I am out of sorts help me
Thus wrote William Shakespeare the greatest name if the English
ray. who owns
to hold my tongue.
on
Stratford
at
born
was
who
language.
farm
any
in
large
a
perhaps
language or
here, took a reAeon on pril 24. 1560.
"Blind me to the little errors of
of a severe cape of flu. He
and.seerl pi .nur mulUfariouS existence, we have little
my children and help me see the
highway en._
good thtngs that they do. Give
care or thought for the anniversaryof a man who has been dead more is connecting with the
gineering- department.
me a ready word for honest praise.
than 300 yeere Bullet:hen vie"consider the tremendous power of ShakesMatt Chiuley. Edgar Fowler. withpeare's mind. the MI influence he wielded on the literary development about 15 CCC boys, set out 7.000
-Help mete grow up with my chilof all lanes. his iithnite human onderstanding, and the canny brilliance black.locust and pine trees , plants),
dren, to treat them as those of
cause
us
gives
it
With which he anticipated expressions of our Own day.
mostly black' midst o-the farm
their own age: kut let me- not exLast
for wonder and. a :little_ awe.
f Caen. W.'M. • Pickels.
pect of them ihe judgments and
Boen_Jae_ -parents_ whge cquWile:ghee_ tseadeeor write Shakespeare 'ear .anoinef _ set of_ :Cc, C boys
convictions or adults.. Allow me
:
•planted
World
have
to
withthe
;
siipposed
were
'_stook England for his field and .climaxed his achievement
not to rob them of the opportunflow of
ity to wait upon themselves, to
lilap Of genius, he was .been neither before nor. after his time. He ivas ,Surinuda grass on the out
'out
turned
terrace i land. But it
think,,,,to choose, and make dethe universal poet. and the things. he evrote were for all thrice .
to be the obnoxious honey suckle.
cisions.
Whatever of greatness lies entombed with the clay that was Shakes•
a Pa! tell Ma to.me a-runnite!
peare. lulling his soul with the "sleep that knits the raveled sleeve of
Mrs. _Hallie Pickets la daogh"Forbid that I should ever punish
care.- still the spirit lhat ..was his genius grows stfonger with each teri ; sent -..tr- prstal card with. -a
them for. my Selfish satisfaction.
• passinft ,••esa?Tri every land where written language lives!
brilliant picture, of a Texas long
May L grant them all their wishes
The future build men nobler than they- dreams:
'horn' steer. Width of horns was
that are reasonable,. and have the
a priv9 feet. and'6 inches. _ Never before
The pasteerendaellawnetheir images to night: ,
Pictured herewith are the six "Murray State Beauties" chosen by George Petty. Esquire illustratores the most beautiful co-ads on the Murray- courage always to- withfiold
have I 'seen sueh a. remarkable
ilege which I know will do them
Bulestrortger than blind Future ordim Past ,
campus.
sight inThhe ox family.' You see. College
harm.
Are words of fire that Shakespeare .set to Lot_
she.'-Wayne. Mac. 'Deny: and Dan
• •
age
every
of
everyone
to
forcID
while
NDTES_
tuvircu
METHODIST
live .In San Antonio. Ter.,
"Make me so fair and just; toRoosevelt's eeonosal for ten-year they have a country home here.
and station in life the opportunity con;ilterate and companionable, to
Was
gualahtees
non-aggression
instrection.
and
worship
for
both
While I am writing this item the
my children that they will have a
Sunday, April 20. 1919
"absurd's.
these in our daily genuine esteem for rne. Fit Me to
chaplain of Louisville jail is
The pastor, continuing the series We need( both of
that
"Go
remember
Please
liVing.
preaching to the inmates. "Just
imitated by my chilLindbergh MMUS
Two schoolmates came together
ORIAL BAPTIST CHLIIICII of sermons on Prayer. will preach to Sunday-school Sunday" is to be be loved and
Presbytery Meeting Rads
accept Jesus as personal saviour- here this week after a separation
dren.
at the morning worship hour, 10:50
CJiarles.,,,- A
Kentucky on Sunday.
o'clock we hope our pecple will observed in
Lindbergh. advised- Armee'Navy
May-field-The fall meeting of saved in a bat of the eye-. Now of 29 years. and the memory of
The Sunday School opens
May 7. Some'states do not ob-'
thy gifts, 0 Great
and civilian areongutie, officials the Princeton Preeteetery. will -be ain't that cute?
back nearly a hundred promptly at 9;30 a. m. We were be "on time') ,on "Prayer in the seeMettitsetter As we have it, let "With all
went
each
An old man 'with a long wilite
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Conimeneeinent Program
The program for Commencement
is as follows:
Friday Night, May 5
Friday night, May 5, a 3-act play,
To Present Comedy
"Ananiaa Bill", a 3-apt comedy "Ananias Bill", will be given under
will be presented Friday evening. the supervision of Miss Herron
beginning at 8 o'clock.
May 5, at eight o'clock.
Sunday Night, May 7
Bill Barrow. a lazy, good-fornothing loafer is always busy do- a Sunday night, May 7, at 8 o'clock
ing tuapting but telling tall stories the Baccalaureate Sermon will be
that , nobody believes. He goes deilvered by the Rev. C. C. Clemright on enjoying himSelf, but he ons,
Monday Night, May 8
keeps his oyes .and ears open. •
Monday night, May 8, beginning
"Bill is not so dumb". There is
great excitement around the old at 8 o'clock is what we call Talent
LibMty Hotel because Tod Champ- Night. There are three I-act plays
man, the "Touchdown Guy", is to be given: "Junior's Mustache."
playing his last genie with the to- "Who Gets the Car Tonight", and
tal high school team. Squire "Sparkin'". a Other numbers . are
Maddox, who holds a two-thou- to be given between the plays.
Wednesday Night, May 10
sand dollar mortgage oa Ma Chap.
Wednesday night, a 3-act rollickman's hotel, has an affection for
Ma Chapman, but he has an even ing farce, "Introducin' Susan," will
stronger affection for his pocket- be given, beginning at 8 o'clock
book. The Squire makes a "deal under the direction of Mr. Jeffrey.
Thursday Night, May 11
with Mr. Benson from Chicago to
Thursday night, beginning. at 8
get Ma Chaprnan's property for a
.song. Bill, who overhears the con- o'clock, the graduating exercises
versation', prevent, the foreclosing will be held. rue. "Fred. Shultz,
of the mortgage and makes Ma Murray State College, will deliver
the .address.
Chapman rich.
High School Picnic
The annual high school picnic
Juniors Entertain Senior Clams
will be sponsored on Friday, May
With "Voyage to Hawaii" used
12.
as a theme, the juniors entertained
the seniors with a unique banquet
IN RUIDIORY
Tuesday evening, April 18. Palm
,.
trees, the moon rising through the
glow of subdued, blue lights., and
n *mop, of our dear father
Hawaiian music played -softly eragrandfather, Hiram T.;:.Sspith,
ated the illusian of being ha nit"
away one
P, ago
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the qualijies are that a teacher Stone and two children stay until Rogers a short visit which all enshould possess. Determine what bedtime and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. joyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Rogers and
the qualities are that make the Paschall to spend the night.
teachers you adinire, successful
Misses Hilda Fae and little Teanie Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chambers at- -4
In theta work. Consult those ,Scruggs visited 'their -grandparents tended church at Beach Greve Sun--;teachers: And if you- think you can -last week-end.
day.
qualify, make up., your mind what
By PICOLTY EXPERTS of
Miss Ella and Vador Paschall
daughter,
and
Jones
Boyd
Mrs.
nit UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILI.EN kind of teaching you want to do,
have their rooms looking lovely
Jones
Anna
visited-Mis,
Katherine,
sa, that you will know what - eduwith new paper with pretty designs.
, TEACHING AS A VOCATION
cational-backgrouad! you will need. Friday night. Mrs. Odell Scruggs Also they have their brooder house
visited Mrs. Jones Saturday all day.
By Dr. 3. J. Oppenheimer
decorated with a bunch of pretty
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Miller and Rhode Island Red baay chicks.
. Dean, College of Liberal Arts
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Leon-Old Maid.
Far significant service to soard Paschall Sunday.
ciety, no profession offers agreater
Miss
visited
ted
l
vial
Paschall
C.
J.
Scoby
Ws.
Belle
May
Mrs.
,or more varied opportunities than
Fifty pair of quail will be reeducation. Of all public service Mrs. J. C. Paschall Sunday and Ella and Vador Pasch-all Friday
evening and Mrs. Paschall and Ella leased this month on the game regroups teachers are the largest, Sanday night.
inty.
We are having March weather and Vador paid "Uncle Frank" serves in Gallatin cet,
and as education expands to include everyone, through the sec- with plenty of rain and cool
ondat-y schools, teachers will in- weather.
Joe Miller is some improved.
crease in numbers.
He was abje to make a visit to
Salaries are not as high as the
hia' uncle. Luther Rodgers, last
pay in some other professions, but
week.
most educational. systems provide
Mr. and Mrs. Arlis Byars visited
'regular increases, and the prolesMs. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall Sunaion has greater stability than
day afternoon.
others have. Also, for those Who
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Smith
are truly -suited to Vie vocation,
are the parents of a new baby.
:there are• other rewards. The
"Uncle Frank" Rodgers was in
prestige in the coin- Mr.
teacher
and Mrs. J. C. Paschall's
amunity. and he derives great satishome for a , short visit Monday
faction from his job of preparing
evening.
the nation's young for their life's
Misses Ella and Vada Paschall
Anita Louise, Richard Greene and Shirley Temple are caught in
work.
have a number of pretty baby
dramatic moment from the 20th Century-Fos Technicolor hit, "The
Within every branch of teaching, chicks.-Old Maid.
Little Princess," showing Sunday and Monday at the Varsity Theatre: from kindergarten to college, there
•
This is Shirley*.first Technicolor film.
are new fields to conquer, new
The weather has opened up and
methods, new careers, as the pace the farmers are hoping- for a week
of modern life makes changes in of work.
educatian necessary, and those who
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Rogers
pioneer in the new fields soon and daughter, - Mildred, attended
become leaders in them. ,
ifs
church at Beach Grove Sunday, acOne signinifcant change is that companied by Mrs. Arnie Jones.
Spring plowing and planting
are major tasks on all farms when teaching is becoming more and
Luther Rogers and Earl Miller
, done under most faro-rabic condi- more a profession' for ,men. With have recently done some repairing
busiin
offered
opportunities
fewer
tions, But when winter rains have
on their dwellings.
An outcast from society! Stranded on a desolate island!
• ripped little gullies in unprotected toasts and agriculture, and with the
Visitors in Mrs. Elna Hanelizas's
in,
the
constant.
increase
teaching
Facing the rigors of the elements! JUST LIKE TENS!
sloping fields, and unsodded waterMonday
home
were:
week
last
ways have been gouged deeper ary field...the masculine influence is Mrs. Lola Rogers and daughter,
up-grade in education.
Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Johnson, of the concentrated run-off, these on The
.,.specially in , the administrative Mildred; Tuesday: Mrs. Audie TidOlive street, Murray. are in pos- jobs are even harder.
well and daughter, Bronzie Nell;
But many farmers of this area branch is the opportunity large, Wednesday-Mrs. Susie Rogers and
se/sign of a copy of the Ulster
but it is by no means confinec.
not
have
these
of
ignored
signs
purCounty Gazette, a newspaper
daughter, Mrs. Mary Chambers;
to that.
ported to have been published at damage to their croplands, accordIf you are considering teaching Thursday- Mrs. Smith: Saturdayto
ing
Smith.
G.
Wance
superin"Kingston (Ulster county) by Samas a profession as you graduate Mrs: Tula Miller and son. Joe; Satuel Freer and Son" on Saturday. tendent of the Murray CCC Camp. from high school, ask yourself what urday night-Mr. and. Mrs. Wit
They know that gullies and sheet
January 4, 1800.
In a wonderful state -of preserva- erosion are robbing them of valution, the newspaper is worn only able topsoil, fertilizer, lime and
seed during every hard rain. And CHILDREN
be
CHILDREN
at the folds, and is set up in clean
-they have adopted terracing as one
BALCONY, -Nights, Sundays, and
type. Practically the entire first
ADULTS-Balcony, Matinee Except
method of stopping these soil and
27o
Holidays
ltie
Sundays and Holidays
page us taken up with letters and
water losses.
LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
replies to and fi-orn John Adams,
Except
Floor,
Lower
Matinees,
Practically every farmer who
330
and Holidays
27c
Sundays and Holidays
then president of the United States, has terraces on his sloping land
and the Senate and House of Rep- would not do
without them, Smith
resentatives.
says.
The inside pages are full of forHowever, regardless of how well
eign news, with especial bulletins the *traces are built they will not
from London, and other items from ,continue
to operate successfully
,
the continent where , Napoleon's unless farmers maintain
them
forces were winning nverwhelm- properlye A •terrace with 'a silted
int( victories- .oacr Aintro-Ruasian channel- can't ftmctiori any _beater
troops.
than a stepped-up drain liaise, he
Wgr and corned y-that
Published January -4. 4600, just pointed. out.
proveseven a street girl
two weaks. after the death of
"During the first year after eonif
can crash society
George Washington, the paper carruction, when the ridge and fills
she has a trunk full ofl
ried a full account of the funeral are settling, terraces should be inand burial services for the Father spected after every rain." If the
'clothes t.and the right',
„farmer carries a shovel when inof His Country.
Pman tojeach her_howl
A poem "by a Young Lady" to specting his terrace, breaks can be
-terraces
the
-Once
easily.
repaired
General Washington read as folare settled and established little
lows:
I tOf Courselt's
"What'means that solemn dirge that maintenance is necessary except
viAit Good'As
.maintenance'''Wowing. This, ac'strikes my car?
8Out Of9 New York Cntacs
&OK'is- a airripie opeScry.f."7,
iThey.
List It As One Of The '10
What means those mournful sounds col dingration and can be done with a regBest Pictures Of The Year!"
--why shines the tear?
11_
The general
Why toll the bells that awful knell ular •• faun plow.
principle of maintenance plowing
of fate?
on the terrace
Ah! Why those sighs that do my is to back furrow
ridge and dead furrow in the termurder ma"ss
fancy sate!
race channel.
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Terrace Maintenance Is Easy Matter
Once Waterways Are Established
10.4"401414
444-V)
• "ill ,
-Calf Tr
,1
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a4aeg.et
*of etanataa
sad today
Johnsons Possess
and blue awl -white tapers in crystal holders, held• as itte eetitral cen- As at the time you passed away,
Paper Dated on
terpiece a miniature steamer on And our home knows loneliness
without. you.
Which the guests made their imJanuary 4. 1800
You were always so happy, but you

my chitthose of
not exsnts and
llow me
,pportunelves, to
rake de-

aginary journey.
Hula-Hula girls with Hawaiian
banjos *winging from their necks
marked the places on the guests.
Small, wooden canoes served as
nut-cups. Supt. T. C. Arnett was
guest speaker.

t punish
isfaction.
ir wishes
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"The Fatfuly Doctor,.
-The Family Doctor," a 3-act
comedy will be given Saturday
night, April 29. The cast of characters is composed of former graduates.

just, so.
'risible. to
I have a
'it fne to
my chit-

have goneYour voice is heard no more.
Dear Dad how we Miss you
Is more than we can say,
How we wish you were here,
We wish ait more each day;
Just a thought of sweet remembrance,
Just a memory fond and true,
Just a token of affection and a
heartache still for you.
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Smith
and Sons.
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QUICK. EASY WAY TO
GLORIFY FURNITURE
Now it's easy to make drab furniture
and woodwork groom with bright, fresh
newness! One coat of WATERSPAR ENAMEL covers the surface solidly.
Dries in 4 hours without brush marks—
lasts for years. Wide assortment of

PITTSBURGH
WATERSPAR
° ENAMEL

of you
stare you
id would
rou all
Paschall.

wakatable colors from which to choose.
Calloway County Housing
Located at the

Guild

Calloway Coun
Lumber Co.
Just North of the Water Tower-Phone 72

PAINTS

PITTSBURGH
S;t0f7e4

WALLHIDE • FLORHiDa • WATERSPAR • SUN -PROOF

WRY PAY MORE?

WHERE THE TOP IS
$250 DOWN TO $150
)

II

HOTEL AUDITORIUM
People who travel consistently, know
that fancy prices do not make • hotel.
They here learned by experience that
solid comfort, excellent location, arid .„
sepetiot cuisine are requisites of a good
hotel, and that they don't have to pay
too much for them in St. Louis. They
rave about the economy of the Auditorium's spacious outside rooms, each
with ceiling fan and bath.- and about
the splendid service and home-like
straosphare, too!

PINE STREET AT 18 TH

SF. LOUIS

fllth St. Omega Opposite
Storage 504 for 24 Hour.
PERCY TYRRELL, Pres_

"Where'er I turn the general gloom._
CARD OP THANKS
appears,
.. .
Those mourning badges fill my
In expressing our deepest _gratisoul with fears;
.Hark!-Yonder rueful noise!--ais tude to those who were consider,ate of , our loss in the death of
done-Bs donelline silent tomb invades our our father and husband, W. H.
res.a an,
MIA ta
V1,
N.-earnest thanks. Your courtesy 'and
"Mast virtues exalted, yield their"' sympathy in some measure combreath?
pensated for our loss.
Must bright perfection find relief
Sincerely,
in death?
The Family.
Must mortal greatness fall?-a glorious name!-ft pays to reed oar Madded,
What Eisen is riches, honour and
true fame?
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TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY -and MONDAY
COMES TO LIFE
-A GREAT CL• ASSICTECHNICOLOR!
Celebrating Shirley TempleIs selection as the
world's No. 1 star for the fourth consecutive year
... Darryl F. Zanuck brings you a picture greater
than "Alexander's Ragtime Band", "In Old
Chicago", "Jesse James"!

CDWAIII0'51111AIll

ADOLPHE MENJOU

'There let the sighs respondent
Irons the breast,
Heave in rich numbers!-let the
zest
Of tears refulgent- beam wlib gratefuLloye;
And the sable mourning our affliction prove.

DOLORES COSTELLO • ROGER DANIEL
WALTER ABEL • ALAN DINEHART
HAROLD HUBER • WILLIAM DEMAREST
That bright young
boy or girl deserves

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

A
Also
POPULAR SCIENCE

ROYAL PORTABLE

A RU1 AL, the portable with office
typewriter features! That's the typewriter they want-now-this Graduals. titan.' Easier so use! Faster! Easier to
turn out perfect typing. With Royal's
•
CARD OF THANKS
FREE Instant Typing Chart. Cassel ag
We express our deepest thanks
Case included at no extra cog.
to our neighbors in this communDrs. In end sae us. 5 Royal Portable
ity who were so generous in con.. .5 ressenabe• prices.
tributing floral offerings and other
services during the illness and
death' of our Son and _brother,
Odell Phillips. Our thanks go
out tam' to Dr. E. D.'Fisher and to
the nurses. of the Mason 'hospital,
and to every other person who
was instrumental in allevtatilag our'
PHONE 51
loss.
Mr. and Mra Henry Phillips.
116 N. Seventh Si,,
Mr. and Mrs. Coraell Phillips
Mayfield, Ky.
and son, Ronald'-Phillips
a

asaw••••••••

k0.0341)1;40
c'tCiii0Clowto'
pouGLIbtoi0:40"ttctionn.. -

IN GLORIOUS

-The iregust chief, the father and'
the friend,
The generous patriot-Let the muse
commend;
Columbia's glory and Mount Vernon's pride.
.
„
There Iles ehshrined with- numbera
at his side!

"Weep!-kindred mortals-weep!
,
No more you'll find,
A man so just, so pure, so firm
In mind;
Rejoicing angels, hail the heavenly
_ sage!
Celestial spirits, greet the wonder
of the AGE!"

t.. _dejt
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Don't
Miss itl"
Louella
Parsons_
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SHIRLEY TEMPLE
rHE

ILITTLE

NCESS
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RICHARD GREENE • ANITA LOUISE
•Aci

IAN HUNTER • CESAR ROMERO • ARTHUR TREACHER • MARY
NASH • SYBIL JASON • MILES MANDER • MARCIA MAE JONES
Screen Play

Directed by Wal.PT Lang',Amencsate Producer Gene Marker,&matt
by Ethel 1441 and Walter Ferris•Based on the ...el bY Fflacestio•dgeo*
amuck to Clure• o(Prodwenee'
A 10th Century •roOa eau.: a Darryl?
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"SOCIETY
LAWYER"
Metro.Cotd

-Mayer's Hit

Virginia BRUCE
Walter PIDGEON
LEO CARRILLO
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You'll thrill as the "unholy
three". .. an outcast . a night
club queen . . . and a man on
"borrowed dm." solve a baffler'

••

•
•

SOCIETY SLEUTH TRACKS
DOWN MYSTERY-MURDER!
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Behind the Scenes in
American Busineis
NEW YORK, April • 24-BUSI- ment for 400 000 andaareated 225.NESS- - Despite -the ...shutdown 'in 000 adcational jobsa--. • •
bituiriintag tont fields. which -last
Na
COMFORT - TRACTOR
week vaas nearly a month aid, and
continued
gloom farm
abroad. abatement in the swing from steel
bright spots appeared here and to rubber tires fbr farm vehicles
there in the general business -pic- is indicated by -latest figures of
ture. Decline irr the cost of liva the Farm Equipment Institute.
with
ingabas been such that tabor's real Light all-purpose tractor
wage at. the, present time is just riihber tires ontsold- the -steel-rim-about 15 per cent higher than „a med variety .better thati. two to
year ago. A contributing factor one inal981. Tests conducted at
ton has been aexpanding employ- Illinois University give the reason
ment • in the building trades. ,w1tere for this trend: Investigators. found
workers are highly paid. Orders that tubber-shod machines, being
flowing to the machine tool in- speedier and more mobile, cut farm
dustry. centered around Cleyeland. working hours and fuel co:assumpare holding up well.- thanks to'ha- tion tine-third to one-half. Refinepacity operations in aircraft and ments of, .1939. such as glass-enshipbuilding. Since recent large' closed cab, radio, cigarette lighter.
construction awards have been for mirror and clock, are bringing pashighways, stpments of the cement senger automobile comfoit as well.
industry, as might, be expected. Though present day speeds of treeare now increasing more than sea- -toes - equipped with rubber wheels
are familiar enough to farmers,
sonally.
city-folk were astonished last week
IlaASHINGTON-As part of a bY a swift-moving parade of stream
general plan of reorganizakion for lined tractors en reule to farm
federal agencies. President Roose- equipment races which will be
velt is weighing the advisability held throughout the summer ,at
of placing the Reconstruction Fi- the New York's World's Fair. One
nance Corporation uncrar the jur-. of the entrants, a Minneapolis-Moisdiction Of the Department of line all-purpose !tractor. soon will
Commerce. it was. learned - -last add it was said, still -another re.week. One of the eldest of the finement-air conditioning- to enpost, - 1929 government lending- able growers to keep cool brows
spending ageocies.a the RFC's reca while earning Sheik daily broad on
_Ord is Considered remarkable. Since
1932 it has lent approxiniattly
seven billions of dollars. of which
THfNGS TO WATCH FORabout 75 per cent.. has been paid
-Dated Fish", now being marketa back. The RFC doesn't expect to ed by a treated TOOda- company.
tag
suffer any important loss on the Etached to the fish's tail is
balance.
Ariculture go about telling when the fish was delivered
. Even smaller
three billions, banks more than tta the dealer .
one billion. More than 40 million Midget radio receiving sets as rebank depositors have been aided Fah of 'development" at atwo-inand 1.500.000 farmars. Large and one" tubes . :
A "used coffee
small .businesses have received 7.- pot" problem in the" retail kitchen
.371 loans, of which 2.723 were for.i.ute.naal field: one manufacturer hat
$:5100 or less. - TheseaciVances: it announced alicivrant4s up to $50
is estimated. maintained 'employ- on trade-ins against new luxury

•

'

To Sleep
coffee makers:. . . 8400.000
death of Miss Lily May Lamb, who
had been ill of tuberculosis at
ed wiggle" fishing worms packed
in sealed tin cans ready for the
the home of_ her aunt and uncle, An April morning on the Southern
isles
fiernstapas.,. hook, going gn the
Mr. aid Mrs, .Lewis Cosby. near
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Key of Murmarket this spring: worms are
Lassiter cemetery, 'where she had Of far-off Sharigri-la, deep In the
ray were after Sunday school dinWest:
packed 'in water saturated longbeen ill for about three years. She
ner guests of Mrs. Key's paleats,
fiber -peat moss, in which, at is
was a concentrated Christian. She The purple sea -.lies onward weary
Ernmit
Erwin
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
said, they keep alive arid active
miles.
was 30 years of age. Previous to
family. Miss Key, formerly Miss
for at least 60 days.
.rla tranquilly to stubborn
Miss Lamb's illness she had been
• • • •• .
Clara Erwin, a recent bride, is
rest
employed at Paris in the Tyson
teacher,of the primary class at this
SCHOOL-.About 250 of AmeriCosmotie•Cornpany factory-. Several As -halcyon-lake the monsoon winds
church.
ca's .21.000 lumber and building
find sleep,
at the young women of her 2CMaterial- dealers-key men of the
-We were interested in the pic- quaintance of that company. 'and But nightly o'er its wastes sad
home building industry-are en
ture of 5 generations in last week's Mrs. Mary Thompson, a nurse, also
spirits soar,
route back home after attending
Ledger & Times. ails. M. C. Nich- of Paris, attended Miss Lamb's fu- Bewailing fateful vigils they must
an industry "school'' in Niagara
ols of Dresden, 'Min., widow of neral Saturday afternoon at Pleaskeep
Falls. Sponsored by thee National
the late John Nichols, is by mar- ant Grove. Revs. IC „G. Dunn ot, And joys beyond their wills to
housing Guild a cooperative orriage an aunt of Mra- Milt Miles Hazel and E. Wilford of Puryear.
welcome - More!
of -dealers united by a
and C. R. Paschall of this vicinity.
officiated. Mrs. Attie Bowden and
building material firm, the school
Mr. Paschall accompanied by his son, Rainey.'and her" daughter-io% But now to me there comes a
provides training in a new way to
daughters, Misses Ethel May and law, Mrss. Bowden, of Cottage
simple voice
-merchandise" home
buildingViola, and his sister, Mrs. Miles, Grove, Tenn., the deceased's uncle, That tells me I am free to go My
and thereby increase America's rate
visited their aunt. Mrs. Nichols, Rip Lamb, of near Linn Grove atwayof new retidential construction.
Sunday afternoon in the Mason tended the funeral. Other relatives Small matter what the world may
Coral Housing Guilds are formed
Chapel neighborhood. Mrs. Robert attending from -a distance were
make its choice,
by the dealer in his own corn-'
Brandon is alto a niece.
two aunts, Mrs. Yates, Louisville, A bigger truth will tell me what
munay among architects, financing
Mrs. Errnie Hayes and son,..Ellis. and Mrs. Bertha Lamb Taylor,
to say.
agencies. tantractors and others
returned from Detroit last week af- Flint, Mich., who was accompanied How silent is all space around me
interested in better- building. The
ter a three weeks' visit With their
guild then becomes "consumer's
now!
by two daughters... MissMary Taydaughter and sister, Mrs. Jim Er- lor and Mrs. Nora-Halm and sons, Can this be truth that I have died
headquarters", providing a correwin
and
Mr.
Erwin.
lated, unified service that makes
somehow?
Mr. and Mrs. Ester Taylor, Mr. and
buying a. home as easy - and satisMr. and Mrs. Homer Turner were Mrs. Boston Taylor, who returned
7E. Milton.
factory as buying an automobile. In
Sunday guests,of Jim Erwin. Their home Sunday'.
four,years. 5.600 dealers have been
nephew. Theron Erwin, was also
Masters Adolphus and Cletus
CARD OF THANKS
-trained in the system and hunguest of this home and with his Denham of Hazel were Week-end
We extend our deepest appreciadreds bf local guilds put in opera- Alan Dinehart is in no mood to 'be crossed by Adolphe Sienjou, who uncle Bob attended Sunday school. visitors of the writer. These chitlion and sincere thanks to our'
tion.
Cortelle Phillips - left Saturday dren are to be congratulated for
hasn't fared very well with the Sport of Kings in Edward Small's exfriends and neighbors for their
evening
for
his
home
in
Detroit
citing film drama, "King of the Turf," playing at the Varsity Theatre
interest manifested in Bible mem- many acts of kidness and expresshaving been called here on account ory woak,
HEADLINES. IN NEW YORK- Tuesday and Wednesday.
ions of sympathy shown us-in our
Excess reserves at member banks
of the death of his brother. Odelle
recent bereavement, the loss of
of the Federal Reserve system
Phillips, who with
parents. Mr.
Purebred jacks and bulls have our husband and father, Harvey
Mr. and Mrs. • Otho' Oliver are and Mrs. Henry Phillips lived at
reach all-time high of four billions
been brought into Carlisle county Destle West.
the
proud
parents
of
a
new
son
. . . World is spending twenty
Crossland.
May God's richest blessings ever
communities through the assistance
which they allowed the Chatterbillions annually for -armaments.
The community was saddened of the Farm Security Acitninistra- abide with each of you is our
-box
tb
name
,
but
she
had
the
or 138.000 a minute.. . . Supreme
again
Thursday
on
account
of
the
Howdy folks! Malcia.00m around
prayer.-Wife and children.
tion. _
Court upholds constitutionality of your fireside for Me if its as cool lovliest girl names chosen, so had
to name him after a radio star.
marketing rontrol provisions of When you read
this as when- I
Since I started to write Mr. and
Agricultural Adjustment Act .
write. Don't ever know whol in
Utility plants here order bitarni- the audience, but somehow I 'just Mrs. Guy laavins have come over
nous coal* from Wales to avoid feel a little More at 'ease and a lit- to tell me that the little grandshortage arising from shutdown of tle more like I was chatting with mother ended her ninety-one year
sojourn in this land- of sickness
domestic mines- . .. Steel consurnp. home
folks right here than any
tion at satisfactory_ level although where,. And _tho I'M glad that I and sorrave about sunset time Friproduction- declines slightly to 509 can't imagine the favorite ex- day night.
With almost a century of work
percent of capacity
. Union Car- pressions of the staff under all conbide prafits in March, quarter ditions. I do know- what they all well done she sleeps In the Provistip*. aa._ percent morease over,
ieeie him. --Have crossed-Pie- Wear dence, Cemetery_ void _her.: waste,
1938 .
. Retail auto sales for on the same boat with Ralph Wear. the7-Alihrittens and satires of othfirst ten days of April up , 46 per even remember that brown sweat- ers now, while to us she has flung
a!bnt from last year . . Nation's er he .wore. And I used to room the torch, but I fear we'll never be
streamlined, all-aluminum trains just a few doors down the' dormi- able to hold it high 4s has she.
And thus goes'the ArId-pleaswill total even 'dozenwith delivery tory halt from the girl who bein fall pf two ordered by Missouri_ came his wife, If a leopard could ure and pain, succeeding each
Pacific, reflecting increased dispo- change hag- spots at Will.. I would other like sunshine and lain.
For one mother, Mrs. Gertrude
sition of railroad to woo passen- have become gentle and kind as
Spiceland, all her children are
ger traffic with greater speed. com- she was.
celebrating her birthday with' a
fortaand safety ..
Tolerance is something I'd like bounteous dinner at the Old home.
to learn. Really. I think if all of At that other home where so many
us could recognize the other fel- dinners have beeri spread-all is
lolls rights to haooawn private' quiet now-Chatterbox.
--•
Raiford _anct Edviard, Morris spent iiidgmento there would be more
-kindness. But how- -incapable we
Saturday With Hubert-Osbron.
The one in the home of An- are of judging the' inward heart,
drew Osbron's Sunday were Mr. and how callous we sometimes are
into our
We are returning to school after
and Mrs. Clifton Robinson and in trying to force others .
a
a most Pleasant week-end and evdaughter, Jane; Mr. and Mrs Pey- way of thinking.
ton Nance and son. James Thomas; The Chatterbox's husband came eryone, is adapting himself to the.,
Mr. and Mrs. Less Kirkland, La- in recently. enthusiastir as' a little variouw teaks of school work.
vern Like. Raiford. and Edward boy, over a windmill he had
The juniors entertained the senbought. The Chatterbox, trying to iors by giving them a trip to- the
Morris.
housewife,
laughed
Guests ,of Sue Nance Wednes- be the practical
Great Onyx cave. There were no
day night were Inez Tucker. Eve- derisively because it had no casualties to Mar, the trip. We had
value-it didn't pump water nor a _fine time_and„. everyone enjoyed
lyn Morris. and Maxine Hutson.
-Ogal-C'arlislta it speadaig- a few charge a battery-. It wat"good -for it. We made' brief stops at Fair/ ON any roads, in any car, in any
days with her sister. Mrs: Sam nothing.
view and Bowling Green.
weather, you are safer on Firestone
McCraY, and Mt. McCray and
Then after he had gone to schbol.
The freshmen and sophomore
"
.
Champion Tires. And here's the reason:
baby.
she . preached to herself one of are busy practicing on 'plays. TheyEvelyn Morris was the :Sunday those sermons like we need someThe Firestone Champion Tire is
are putting on three one-act ;flays
guest el Iva Nell Carlisle.
• time. She remembered being in
different - entirely new. Designers
Friday, Aril 28, in the achoal audiCarrie Morris spent Saturday - Nashville not so long agJ and
swept into the discard all conventional
torium beginning at 720, p. in.
night with Sue- .
Napae_.,-Blue- Jay. wanting a 'big greeni china frog
tire building patterns. They created a
There.will be no admission Charges_
she saw'. She wanted it so much
revolutionary new type of cord body7
F.F.A.
that she was waling t& risk breakand an amazingly safe, new styled tread
The Future Farmer Club held
.1
it in a earaalreacry„ crowded
Vo. 6 of a series.
design.
a
meeting
Ericiay
an
order
to
-choose
with laachers and their miscelStronger Cord Body. The new
aneous parceas. And s'ite brought the candidates ,.ho will enter in
Firestone Champion Tire is built by an
it -with her _too. tho ;1 had no the district Future Farmer Day'to
entirely new method in which each
We be held- in -Oa-Benton .on Saturday.
practical value, what ever
and every component part of the tire is
peed to try weariag the ,other biay 13..A few Others will partilocked and interlocked into a superfellow's shoes sometime;
` cipate in the conteativi-but have, not
:-Among those
. Teachers and pupils are free yet
safe, inseparable unit of amazing
cnce more, over here. Guess if it cho,sen are James Chainey, public
strength. This is accomplished fitst, by
quits raining, 'farming will start speaking: Thomas Fred .Wilkinson,
the use of a completely new type of tire
/impromptu speaking; Keath Ross.
now.
FLOYD ROBERTS
cord called "Safety-Lock," in which the
1938 National Rays
cotton fibers are more compactly
Mr_ and mes. Lloyd Spicelanie test on soil; and Cletus Colson.
Champion
interwoven to assure cooler running
will be back on the lama sip'ce test on poultry. --a
More champion race drivers select
and buy Fireseune ires for thele
The F.F.A. boys are engaged in
and provide greater strength.Then,the
they are back from Tolu.
toeing cart than all othor.mokes of
Mrs. Cornelia 'Kirks experts to setting out floweas and shrubbery
fibers in each individual cord, the cords
then combined. The. men,nhose
Issas depend on tire oiferri knoste
. 4
travel with her husband Alter this and mowing the campus this week.
plies
ply
and
the
themselves,
in each
ere construction and thee
_
lat risk their lives or dumps oil
week.
are all securely locked together by a new
victory an any 04h= make.
A cooperative club has been
Mr. Bryant Jones has' made' twO
and advanced Firestone process of
trips- to the clinic recently because formed in Calloway county by
Gum-Di pplfig which provides amazingly
-of a airm614 ailment whit:Pi-Ai nrmers. to .;hip tomatoes to
greater strength. And greater strength means greater safety.
new improved
northern market4

Trouble for Menjou

S. Pleasant Grove

ganization

a.

Across the River

WHEREVER YOU DRIVE

I

YWNESAFER

ON NEW .v

restone,

YOU CAN POINT WITH PRIDE
• GREEN SEAL
sires you a paint
job that yes cos -be woad of.

CHA, MPIONS

Scattered News

Faxon High School

Green Seal colors are brighter ... Green Seal protection
lasts longer than ordinary
paints. You will be proud of a Green Seal Paint
job today, tomorrow and for the years to come.

.

%AA 1.4 NA's
GREEN SEA,LfAINI
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262

East Depot Street

0000 Facts That Concern

bi

etieseeman

The Only Tires Made with the
NEW SAFETY-LOCK CORD BODY
and NEW GEAR-GRIP TREAD

k

ing1

t

THAT'S
INCREASED MIGHTILY
SINCE 193. I.

7.41,o44.

More Non-Skid Mileage. The new Safety-Lock cord -construction provides the extra strength needed for the use of
the new, thicker, tougher, deeper Firestone Gear-Grip tread
which delivers remarkably longer non-skid mileage. This
sensational new tread is called "Gear-Grip" because of its
unique design - it has more than 3,000 sharp-edged angles
which grip the road with a sure-footed hold to protect against
skidding and assure a safe stop.
Drive in today tind let us equip your car with the extra
non-skid safety and blowout priotection provided in a new set
oiTirestoneChainploirrims-4b
- to•itytiret Phadirttiartifilisfelyproved on the speedwayfor your protection on the highway.

Convenient Train Service
OFFERED FOR YOUR ACCOMODATION BY

3
Ar
iplei
ES
11 - 44i •
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THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS
` RAILWAY
• Change,in Schedule- Effective April 23, 1939
No, 106

IN 1932 (last year before.°
repeal) BEER'S TAXES
WERE PRACTICALLY NOTHING!
*Do,.

lv," OnS. 144$ MC4404

BEER helps even those a ho do not drink it! To' for us? Brewers of America realize this-depends
the tune of a million dollars a day natban-wide. on keeping beer retailimi as wholesome as beer
beer tax revenue reaches back into ovary com- .itself. They want to help public officials in every
munity. to help pay for relief, for public works. possible way. They. cannot enforce laws. But
for education.,,and to lift a burden that would . they can-and will-cooperate!
.
otherwise rest,„girectkoo the taxpayers.
4fay ire send you is booklet telling of their
To this, add a million new jobs made by beer.
unusual selferegulation program' Address And a 100 million dollar farm market.
United Breviers Industrial Foundation. 19 East
How ran we keep these benefits...for you and 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

BEER...a beverage of mo' deration

:Ai° Bar
•••••

No, 103

P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

No, 105

Schedules

8:00.A.M.
Lv. Paduesh
Lv. Benton
8:31 A.M.
9:116 A.M.
Lv. Murray
9:52 A.M.
Lv. Paris 10:35 AM. 'Ar. Bruceton
5:40 P.M. 11.15 A.M.
Lv, Bruceton
5:56 P.M. 11:30 A.M.
An Camden
Ar, Nashville
25 P.M. 1:40 P.M.
610 P.M. 11:10 A.M.
Lv, Bruceton
UR P.M. 11-50 A.M. _ An MaKritsie
Ar. Martin
TIM P.M. 12.29 P.M.
Ar. Gibbs
725 P.M. 12:50 P.M.
7:3.5 P.M. 1:05 P.M.
An Union ray
8:20 P.M. 1:50 P.M.
Ar. Hickman
5:25 P.M. 11:05 A.M.
1.v. Drueaton
6:15 PM. 11:59 AM.
Ar. LexiAgton
654 P.M. 12:45 P.M.
Ar. Jackson
9:00 P.M. 3.20 P.M.
Ar. Memphis
2:30
3:03
3:39
4:11
5:10

An
Lv.

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar,
Lv.
Lv.
Ar,
Lv.
Lv,'
Lv,
Lv.
Lv,
Ar,
Lv.
Lv,
Lv.

2:00
1:24
12:50
12:07
11:25
10:45
10:22
8:00
11:00
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No, 103

Laten to The Voice of Firestone with Richard Crooks,
Margaret speak and Agra Wallensteen, Mondesy
evenings over Nationwide N. B. C. Red Network.
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Firestone CHAMPION 'Firestone HIGH
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5.50-16, 14.15
5.5047, 14.65
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6.00-17. 16.50
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Consider the advantage of Today's Greatly Reduced Railroad Fares
-lta cents per mite in comfortable coaches.

tHE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA &
ST.J.OUIS RAILWAY

I

SPEED

Ti. Tir• wifbla
Tire
This amazing
Firestone develop.
ment makes a
blowout as harmless as a slow leak.
Should a blowout
occur the exclusive
Firestone Safety-Valve
holds sufficient air in
the inner compartment to support
the car until it is
brought to a safe stop.

'firestone

CONVOY

4.50-21. 11611•35 5.5046.010.00
4.75-19. .00 5.50-17. 11.00
5.00-19. 9.35 6.00-0. 11.95
5.2 5-1 7. 9.65 6.25-16. 13.45
-7.00•16. 19.75 5.2 5-1 8. 10.00 6.50-16. 14.50

6.00-18.1015.45
6.25-16. 16.15
6.50-16. 1740
7.00-IS, 19.20

True* Tires and Other Paseengor Car Sizes Priced Proportionately tow ... Slight Extra Charge ter whige_ggeha,o. Thag
-

Observation' Cafe Coach between Nashville and Memphis, except on
morning train from Nashville to Memphis.
•

Travel by Train-Be Safe-Be Comfortable

6.25-16. 17.95
6.50-16. 19.35
7.00-15. 21.35
7.00-16. 21.95

5.25.1 7.011.60
5.50-16. 12.75
5.50.17. 13.20
6.00.16. 14.35
6.00-1 7. 14.05

firestone
UFE PROTECTOR

Super-Service Station

Whiteway Service Station

East Main Street
Phone 208

Southeast Corner College
Phone 9117
•
OF--

•

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
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